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Abstract
Background:
The shoe industry is one of the most unsustainable and harmful industries with huge environmental
and social impact. The problems in the industry has not yet been put under scrutiny and discussed or
disclosed by the media, however the problems are now finally being addressed which may influence
the consumer awareness and demand for more sustainable products in the future as well as a change
in this unsustainable industry.
Purpose of study:
To understand sustainability communication within Swedish shoe retail stores and to understand how
sustainability and its communication in the footwear industry is perceived and discussed by
sustainability experts’ and consumers’.
Research Questions:
Research question 1: How is the concept of sustainability and its communication in the footwear
industry discussed from sustainability experts’ perspective?
Research question 2: How does Swedish shoe retail stores communicate aspects of sustainability to
consumer today?
Research question 3: How do consumers perceive and discuss the concept of sustainability and its
communication in the footwear industry?
Method:
The research for this thesis is performed with an emphasis on a deductive approach with a qualitative
method. We conducted three sustainability expert interviews, one observational study and eight
consumer interviews.
Frame of reference:
The starting point in our frame of reference lies in the concept of sustainability, then it continues
with discussing sustainable marketing communication and its’ aspects. The frame of reference has
then been given depth by enhancing the consumer’s attitudes and behaviors and discussing the gap
between it.
Conclusion:
Sustainable actions in the footwear industry are growing in importance and sustainability
communication has an important role for a changed shoe industry. The sustainability communication
must be clear, credible and comparable as well as accessible in order to be communicated
successfully.
Keywords: Sustainability, Sustainability Communication, Clarity, Credibility, Comparability,
Transparency, Certifications, Labeling.
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1. Introduction
This chapter aims to firstly introduce the reader to the background and the problem areas which has
led to the purpose of this thesis. We will firstly present a background and then continue with a
discussion of the problems that this research aims to address. Later we present the purpose of the
research and present our research questions that will be answered later in this thesis. We finalize
this chapter by describing the target group to whom this thesis aims to address.

1.1 Background
Globalization and fast technological development over the past decades has changed the business of
fashion and today companies within the industry must think and act global (Burns, Mullet and
Bryant, 2011). According to Black (2012) the fashion industry which contains clothes, footwear and
accessories is a complex industry and Burns et al (2011) argues that the global textile industry is one
of the most unsustainable and harmful industries concerning the huge social, environmental and
economic impact that it brings. According to the authors, there is huge use of hazardous chemicals,
polluting water and creation of landfill waste in textile manufacturing and due to reducing costs and
increasing speed it is concentrated in the developing countries and the social problems that arise
from mass textile production in third countries are low living wages, use of child labor, long working
shifts, and inhuman and violent working conditions and no ability to organize better terms of work.
Ehrenfeld and Hoffman (2013) claim that a greater awareness of the world’s environmental
problems such as growing of world’s population, limits of natural and other resources, polluting of
air, water and landfills make people, government and businesses start to work forward and changing
their previous working systems. And today the growing importance of sustainability has become one
of the vital aspects of all spheres of life and business. Black (2012) states as the awareness of the
problematic issues in the world have risen, the faster the businesses have seen the need to change,
and according to Kozlowski, Searcy and Bardecki (2015) the changes should take more holistic
approach both internally and within the supply chain.
Ehrenfeld and Hoffman (2013) claims that the changes is not only seen in the business but also as a
mentality shift for all the people and according to Goonetilleke (2012) there is a growing amount of
new types of consumers that have a more conscious buying behavior which are more interested in
eco products. The authors claim that increasing awareness among people and media of the problems
of the footwear industry and a push for the research and industrial innovation in the value chains and
creation of sustainable concepts are future challenges within the industry.
Burns et al (2011) argues that the footwear industry as a part of the fashion industry has similarities
but also show differences from textile production since the production of leather is a long and
difficult process. In a report made by Fair Trade Center (2014) it is explained that the production of
shoes for the most part are no longer found in Europe, but mainly in Asia, just like the apparel
industry with China as the dominating producer of 60 percent of all shoe production. The report also
bring up that the shoe industry has a complicated supply chain and contains a large number of
dangerous and risk-filled processes and that it is a business with huge environmental impacts as well
as impact on people throughout its life-cycle. According to the report, the tanning of animal skins
into leather is one of the most risky processes and that workers in the industry are coming in contact
with many chemicals such as the hazardousness chemical chromium 6 in the tanning process and
many other dangerous substances for gluing and impregnating which is used in the assembly of
shoes.
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1.1.1 The Unsustainable Footwear Industry
In a report made by The Chambers of Commerce of East Sweden (2011) the Swedish shoe industry
is explained to be a growing business and from 2001 to 2010, the sales have grown from 6435 billion
SEK to 9437 billion SEK. The report states that the big market leaders are growing and the smaller
companies are struggling and that the Swedish shoe market is for the most part covered by imports
since the Swedish shoe production, like the production in many other western countries are moved
elsewhere due to global price competition over the last 25 years. The Swedish shoe export was 1284
million SEK in 2010 and the import of shoes and shoe parts was 5039 million SEK. In 2011, over 19
percent of the total import comes from China and more than 48 percent of the total import was shoes
with upper leather, footwear with uppers of textile material was 23 percent and 21 percent was
footwear with rubber or plastic uppers.
Shoes are to the most part made of leather, plastic and textile and many chemicals substances are
used in the production for coloring, gluing, polish, and for impregnate footwear. Chemicals can be
found in the consumer product no matter if the chemicals used are supporting the production process
or whether they are additive used to give the product certain characteristics and qualities
(Kemikalieinspektionen, 2001). Chemicals found in plastic and rubber, textile as well as in leather
may cause cancer, allergies, be toxic for reproduction and disturbing hormonal balance (Svensk
Handel, 2012a) and hypersensitiveness and allergies from chromium found in leather and chemicals
in glue are the most common ones (Kemikalieinspektionen, 2001). One proven devastating effect of
inhaling hexavalent chromium or chromium-6 is lung cancer. Chromium-6 can be a very serious
health risk and is leaked into the environment by industrial processes by using it in the
manufacturing and processing of dyes and leather (Blacksmith Institute and Green Cross, 2012). On
May 1 EU decided to audit the leather industry in corporation with 17 other organizations, 15 in
Europe and 3 in Asia with the aim to enhance the labor conditions and the transparency in the
industry because very few companies in the business today are transparent and very few shoe
companies know where their leather comes from. EU decided to forbid the import of leather goods,
which contain Chromium-6, the chromium most dangerous to humans and used in up to 85 percent
of the leather production in the world. Consumers in Europe are at risk because of their use of leather
shoes, which contain the chemical, however risk for the people in production are far worse. The
project is financed by EU and over a three year period, the campaign “Change Your Shoes” aim to
bring forth and spread information about social and environmental impact of the industry with the
goal to forbid chromium 6 in leather production (Fair Trade Center, 2015).
The waste created at the end of the products life-cycle is another environmental problem that needs
to be addressed. The cleaner the manufacturing of shoes gets the smaller impressing the products
will have at the end of its life-cycle (Fair Trade Center, 2014). Old, worn-out shoes are to a large
extend put on landfills or burned, which means that emissions of chemicals in footwear such as
chromium used in the production of leather shoes not only is harmful to the workers in the
production but also can be spread into the environment and be hazardous to animals and the land.
The chemicals must be removed in the development of new products, before they reach the market,
in order to prevent emissions and thereby avoid the risk on humans, the environment and animals
(Kemikalieinspektionen, 2001).
The Chambers of Commerce of East Sweden (2011) explains that the shoe industry in Sweden is
presented in three categories of companies: producers, retailers and purchasing organizations and
Nilson Group, Vagabond and Scorett are among the main players. There is also some market share
occupied by Norwegian retailer Euro Sko Group and the German company Deichmann. The Swedish
Chemicals Agency which is a governmental authority working to control chemicals and strive to
7

reach an environment free from hazardous substances (Kemi, 2014) explained that anyone marketing
a product, must avoid goods that can contain hazardous chemical to be able to prevent harm to
humans and the environment and that companies importing goods need to increase knowledge about
the use of chemicals and chemical properties in order to make demands on suppliers
(Kemikalieinspektionen, 2001).
According to Herva, Álvarez and Roca (2011) examples of sustainable actions can be found at shoe
companies in the world and the leaders in environmental shoe production, such as Nike, Camper and
Timberland are using strategies to keep a minimum of hazardous chemicals in materials, maximize
low energy contents, and consideration of recycling potential at the early stage of design shoes.
However, in a report by Rena Kläder (2008) and by Fair Trade Center (2014) it is clear that there is
not enough done by none of the in leading shoe retailers in Sweden; Nilson Group AB, Scorett or the
Norwegian company Eurosko and the German company Deichman. Fair Trade Center (2014)
explained that tanneries took the fourth place, one place behind the mining industry when the Swiss
organization Green Cross and the American Blacksmith Institute in 2012 listed the ten largest
environmental problems in the world and that non of Nilson Group AB, Scorett Eurosko or
Deichman conducted systematic inspections of their leather tanneries in which their brand name
shoes where manufactured.

1.1.2 Consumer Perception of Swedish Footwear Companies
The Sustainable Brand Index is Scandinavia's largest brand study on sustainability made by
Sustainable Brand Insight (2015) based on two quantitative survey studies and one qualitative study
in the form of in-depth interviews. The 2015 Brand Index is based on 27 000 interviews that maps
out and analyses sustainability and brands from a consumer perspective. According to this report
footwear companies occupy places far away from leaders in this list and that speaks about
consumers’ negative perception and attitude towards Swedish shoe companies in sustainability. The
shoe producer Vagabond is found at 198th place, Dinsko at 199, Skopunkten at 203 and Nilson
Shoes are at 220 place. Scorett occupies 246 place from 253 places published on the list.

1.1.3 Practical Examples
Today, the second-hand market is continuing to grow rapidly both on the web and in retail (Svensk
Handel, 2012) and another strong trend today called the ‘second wave’ is when old products are
being reused or redesigned (Svensk Handel, 2011). Many large retailers today such as Nike and
Patagonia take back old products and recycle them or sell them again (Svensk Handel, 2012). The
international brand Nike has been working towards sustainability since the early 1990s when they
introduced their shoe recycling program ‘reuse a shoe’ (Black, 2012) and Nike has already recycled
25 million pairs of shoes (Svensk Handel, 2012). Nike states that their consumers are becoming more
aware of the issues of sustainability and that they need to develop their business in a sustainable
direction. They also believe that transparency and collaboration are the keys to move forward.
Timberland is another company that is working in a sustainable manner and launched an ecological
line of footwear several years ago. According to the creative director of the company the consumer
taste will go towards demanding more sustainable products and that it is just a matter of time before
unsustainable products will seem wrong to consumers because of the growing awareness of
environmental and social issues (Black, 2012). A good example of the second wave trend in Sweden
is the new project RE-PAIR, a collaboration between Stockholms Stadsmission REMAKE (a model
that combines work training, production, design and recycling) and the Swedish shoemaker
association that was launched 30th of October 2014. Instead of throwing away the shoes that has been
given away to Stockholms Stadsmission, they are inspected and repaired by the trainees of the
Swedish shoemaker association (Stadsmissionen, 2015).
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Most modest clothes and some shoe companies in Sweden like H&M, Lindex and Stadium, Scorett
and others are actively work to incorporate sustainability initiatives in their businesses. For example
H&M one of the first fashion companies that created a Code of Conduct and is the biggest world’s
organic cotton user for their Conscious Collection (Hennes & Mauritz AB, 2015). The company also
started early on and is now leading in garments retail collecting program, setting boxes for collecting
used clothes in almost every of their store worldwide. In 2014 H&M introduced clothes that were 20
percent made of collected garments and they are planning to increase these kinds of initiatives (ibid).
Following that trend Swedish sportswear retailer Stadium has launched used sportswear and shoes
collecting campaign Re: Activate with collaborating with Human Bridge, where customers can
receive good discounts for next shoe purchase in the store (Stadium, 2015). The collected clothes and
shoes are going to be partly recycled and partly send to other countries and second hand stores
(Human Bridge, 2015). The footwear producer and retailer Scorett is also a partner of the Human
Bridge organization, as well as the Swedish chemical agency, Swedish Shoe Environmental
Initiative (SSEI) and Fur Free Retailer and the company ensures it in its corporate sustainable
responsibilities. They also have a Code of Conduct and offer a collection of vegan sneakers which
consists of 100 percent of ecological cotton, vegan sneakers called SWEEKS. Besides this, the
company also offers the brand Läeder by Nature, of which all shoe produced from leather is
vegetable tanned (Scorett, 2015). Another big Swedish shoemaker Vagabond shows its commitment
to ethics, social responsibility and environmental care in their Code of Conduct, a document signed
by all Vagabond’s suppliers and their subcontractors, which commit the company principles. In their
current action plan the company aim to: “close monitoring of chemicals to secure that no substances
listed on RSL are used in the shoe production; 30% of all leather lining should chrome free tanned
for spring/summer collection 2015” (Vagabond, 2014). Böle is one of rare examples of Swedish
bags and leather goods manufacturer that works with leather using old traditions and methods that
leads to sustainable and high quality products. It is a family business in the 4th generation from the
north part of Sweden who does not use any chemicals in their tanning processes. For tanning leather
they use only vegetable tannins, spruce bark and water, a process that can take up to 12 months.
Their production does not have characteristics of mass production which also affect the price of their
goods (Böle tannery, 2015).

1.1.4 A step in the right direction
One step in the right direction towards a sustainable shoe industry in Sweden is the creation of the
SSEI. Major actors in the Swedish Shoe industry initiated SSEI in June 2012 with the objective to
help companies reduce the environmental and social impacts for productions of shoes as well as to
increase the knowledge about the product life-cycle and its environmental impacts. Today SSEI
consists of 21 companies and organizations from the Swedish shoe industry and within 3-4 years, the
organization hope to have a tool developed to help the companies in the industry to reduce the
environmental and social impacts in the production of shoes, a tool used for manufacturing,
purchasing and in the future also for better communication to the end customer (SSEI, 2015).
However, the largest shoe store chain on the Swedish Market, Nilson Group AB with 257 stores in
Sweden under six different concepts: Din Sko, Ecco, Nilson Shoes, Jerns, Radical Sports and
Skopunkten as well as the sister company Vagabond (Fair Trade Center, 2014) are not part of this
initiative at this point in time (SSEI, 2015).

1.1.5 Consumer Trends
There is a strong trend towards sustainable growth (Svensk Handel, 2010). Sustainability has become
more important for people and increased during the past years and the drivers behind this sustainable
development is primarily companies, consumers and NGO’s but also the media and politicians. You
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see that many companies on the market today talk about sustainability in their marketing and also
that the overall increased interest in sustainability has affected the consumer understanding of what
sustainability means for them in their own lives (Sustainable Brand Insight, 2015). As the customer’s
awareness is growing they will have more prominent position to influence the market with emerge of
new concepts, growing specialization of goods and a higher focus on eco products (Svensk Handel,
2010). Today, consumers demand more products produced in an environmentally-friendly and
socially responsible way because of an increased consumer interest in the environment and the
climate and the consumer concerns about sustainability opens up new doors for companies and puts
pressure on the companies for sustainable development. It comes with many challenges but also
many opportunities since consumers today want to buy more responsible and with a green
conscience (Svensk Handel, 2011). Svensk Handel (2012) states that the prerequisites for sustainable
development is doing the right things and doing good things, but that companies today also need to
show that they are doing it, not just saying they are. Svensk Handel (2012) explains that transparent
companies will gain more loyal customers and the stronger brand in the long term perspective. The
report also mention that customers want to feel secure of the fact that the products they are buying
are manufactured in a responsible way, that the products are transported in the best environmentally
friendly way and that the labor force in the company supply chain are working under good
conditions. The report explains that companies which have an open communication are more likely
to be seen as credible and to succeed.

1.1.5.1 The Sustainable Consumer
Sustainable consumption is when using resources that minimize harm to the environment while
supporting the well-being of people (OECD, 2008) and according to the report published by The
Chambers of Commerce of East Sweden (2011) the Swedish consumer are environmentally and
quality caring and the Swedish shoe consumers are very fashion oriented and brand-conscious and
known to be early adapters which means that they are very open to try new brands. In the consumer’s
online survey in the report Sustainable Brand Index 2015 by Sustainable Brand Insight (2015) they
found four patterns of behavior concerning sustainability and companies in Sweden. First behavior
group that do not care about sustainability is called “Ego” and consists of 26 percent of the
population, the “Moderate” group which counts half of the population have a moderate attitude
towards sustainability and the group “Smart” which contain 17 percent of the population is interested
in sustainability. The smallest group of 7 percent of Swedish population is the most dedicated group
concerning sustainability. Moreover, worth mentioning is that the part of the population in Sweden
that mentioned sustainability and environmental aspects in the survey has increased up to 25 percent
2015 from the previous year. However, today many companies are aiming to smallest “Dedicated”
group of population when creating and marketing sustainable and eco products. The 7 percent of
dedicated consumer are obviously not a huge part for big business profits, but the new challenge for
companies is to attract the new sustainable consumer group “Moderate” and “Smart” that together
represent 76 percent of population.
Research shows that women are more sustainable consumers and that their consumer choices are
more ethical and they pay more attention to issues such as child labor and sustainable livelihood. It is
estimated that women take over 80 percent of the consumer purchasing decisions and that women in
the OECD countries tend to buy more basic articles such as clothes for the household than men.
Women tend to buy more organic food, eco-labeled products and they are also more open to buy
socially labeled goods such as Fairtrade. Women also recycle more than men and in terms of
resource impact; women tend to leave a smaller ecological footprint than men due to their more
sustainable consumption patterns. Research has also shown that women seek better labeling of social
10

and environmental impacts of products and its production and that they support prohibits on
unsustainable products and seek lower prices for environmentally-friendly products (OECD, 2008).
In the future it will be even more important for companies to be able to answer questions about who
the manufacturer of a product is, where the product was produced, and under what conditions. Being
able to answer questions about the origin and history of products are especially becoming more
important for the credibility of companies (Svensk Handel, 2011).
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1.2 Problem Discussion
As explained in the background, the global textile industry, which is one of the most unsustainable
and harmful industries concerning the huge social, environmental and economic impact that it brings
has for some time been under scrutiny by several parties. The awareness of the environmental
problems and social problems of this industry has now become mainstream awareness because of
attention from media and NGOs and as the awareness of the problematic issues in the world have
risen the faster the businesses have seen the need to change. As explained previously, today you see
a growing amount of new types of consumers that have a more conscious buying behavior which are
more interested in sustainable products because of their growing awareness of the problems in the
industry and as a result of this, you see a progress in which many textile and apparel companies are
becoming more sustainable in their business processes and launching sustainable apparel collections
to consumers.
However, as mentioned before, the footwear industry as a part of the fashion industry with a large
number of dangerous and risk-filled processes with huge environmental impacts as well as impact on
people throughout its life-cycle has been parted from most of the media attention until now, but it is
just a matter of time until the media put light on the footwear industry just as they have done with
other industries in the past which will contribute to consumers awareness of the problems in the
industry that in time may lead to a rise in demand for more sustainable processes and products from
this industry as well. It has become more obvious that the footwear industry in general and the
Swedish footwear industry in particular cannot continue in the same manner. As explained in the
background it is noticed that companies within the shoe industry today are starting to address the
problems by developing recycle programs and sustainable products, however to a small amount and
not by the major shoe retailers on the Swedish market. And as seen in the current list of members of
the Swedish Shoe Environmental Initiative with the objective to help companies increase knowledge
about and reduce environmental and social impacts for productions as well as the product life-cycle
of shoes and better communication to the end customer, many of the large shoe retailers in Sweden
are not participating in this initiative at this point. So comparing to the progress happening in the
apparel industry, the overall Swedish shoe industry is lacking behind in the process of becoming
more sustainable.
Sustainability needs to be communicated since Swedish consumers today are caring about the
concept and as the awareness grows, the industry need to shift their business in a sustainable
direction and follow the consumer trends in order to satisfy the demand for sustainable consumer
products in the future. And as explained previously, the decision made by the European Union to
now finally audit the leather industry with the aim to enhance the labor conditions and transparency
in the industry because of the fact that very few shoe companies know where their leather comes
from is one major step in this change which will put pressure on the companies. The decision to now
forbid import of leather goods to EU which contain Chromium-6 used in up to 85 percent of the
leather production in the world and their goal to forbid the chemical in all leather production shows
the importance of a changed industry. The changes that will take place in the next years will be
interesting to follow with the spread of information to the public about social and environmental
impact of the industry under the project “Change Your Shoes”.
So, based on the lack of sustainable effort being made by Swedish footwear companies within a
growing industry today and consumers’ negative perception of them linked to sustainability and the
changes made by European Union, the Swedish footwear companies clearly need a shift and become
more sustainable in their processes in order to be perceived as more sustainable by the consumers in
the future. Swedish shoe companies will need to incorporate sustainability into their business and
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communicate it to the consumers on the market. Since the shoe industry is unsustainable but with
potential to be more sustainable and the fact that the research is very limited specific to the footwear
industry at this point, we see a need to study this industry further.

1.3 Purpose
To understand sustainability communication within Swedish shoe retail stores and to understand how
sustainability and its communication in the footwear industry is perceived and discussed by
sustainability experts’ and consumers’.

1.4 Research Questions
In order to fulfill the purpose of this thesis we present the following three research questions which
will be answered later in this thesis.

RESEARCH QUESTION 1: How is the concept of sustainability and its communication in
the footwear industry discussed from sustainability experts’ perspective?
RESEARCH QUESTION 2: How does Swedish shoe retail stores communicate aspects of
sustainability to consumer today?
RESEARCH QUESTION 3: How do consumers perceive and discuss the concept of
sustainability and its communication in the footwear industry?
1.5 Research Target Group
This research is for written for both theoretical and practical people. We hope that this research will
create a larger interest in the footwear industry and the growing importance of sustainability within
the business. We hope that the theoretical contribution which is presented in the final chapter will
help and guide people with interest. We also hope that our thesis will be an inspiration source for
development of sustainability communication to current and future companies within the footwear
industry.
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1.6 Research Structure
Chapter 1 aims to firstly introduce the reader to the background and the problem areas which has led
to the purpose of this thesis. We will firstly present a background and then continue with a
discussion of the problems that this research aims to address. Later we present the purpose of the
research and present our research questions that will be answered later in this thesis. We finalize this
chapter by describing the target group to whom this thesis aims to address.
In Chapter 2 we are presenting the theoretical base of our research. The theoretical frame of
reference covers the issues of sustainability on shoe business, consumers’ attitudes and behaviors
and sustainable marketing communications. The function of the literature and research, which we
have chosen in our frame of reference is to create a deeper understanding for the areas which will be
analyzed in the chapters to come. The chapter ends with the presenting an explanation to the choices
of theory.
In Chapter 3 we present the methods for writing a scientific paper. We start by describing the
research position, the scientific approach as well as the research design chosen for this research.
Then we will present the research method and study type of this research. The collection of the data,
the process, selection and analysis of it in our three parts will be presented. Finally, validity,
reliability and source critics of the thesis will be discussed.
In Chapter 4 the results from our three parts of our study will be presented. We will first present the
finding from our key experts’ interviews, which were a foundation for this research that led us to the
next two parts of our study. Secondly we will present the findings from our observations of footwear
retail stores and thirdly we will present the results from our consumer interviews.
An analysis of the research will be presented in Chapter 5 in which we analyze the results from our
study made in three part presented in chapter four with the theoretical foundation presented in
chapter two.
The main research findings of this thesis can be found in Chapter 6. In this final chapter we aim to
present the conclusions from conducted research. We will initially bring forth the research questions,
which we presented in the first chapter and then answer these in order to reach the purpose of this
thesis. We will present a theoretical contribution from our research and end the chapter with
recommendations and suggestions for future research.
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2. Theoretical Frame of Reference
This chapter aims to introduce the reader to the theoretical base of our research. The theoretical
frame of reference covers the issues of sustainability, consumer attitudes and purchasing behavior
and sustainable marketing communications. The function of the literature and research, which we
have chosen in our frame of reference, is to create a deeper understanding for the areas, which will
be analyzed in the chapters to come. The chapter ends with the presenting an explanation to the
choices of theory.

2.1 Sustainability and CSR
Sustainability has a long history, going back to 1712, where German forester, Hans Carl von
Carlowitz, use it in describing of long-term use of forests. But this word did not take so much
attention until the 1970s, when the concept of sustainability was raised and used by the
environmental movement (Scoones, 2007). The fullest definition can be combined from WCED
(1987) and Elkington (1997) stated by Eriksson (2014, p. 5):
“Sustainable development is a development which meets the economic, environmental,
and social needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations
to meet their own needs”.
Today sustainability is more associated with resilience, diversity, adaptations, and shifts (Scoones,
2007) and in companies sustainability can be applied to three layers: sustainability within the
company, within the supply chain and beyond the supply chain (Eriksson, 2014).
Corporate Social Responsibility or CSR is another term that goes hand- by hand with sustainability
and the term is explained as “context specific organizational actions and policies that take into
account stakeholder’s expectations and the triple bottom line of economic, social and environmental
performance” (Aguinis and Glavas, 2012). CSR is closely intertwined with sustainability and
sometimes considered to be an umbrella term, but have one significant difference: sustainability have
a more long term orientation. Today CSR has become a valuable aspect to incorporate into every
company’s business models and strategies, in order to have competitive advantage, and bring profit.
Social and environmental responsibilities of companies are usually committed in a written document
called Code of Conduct that states ethics rules, transparency in the companies supply chain, rights of
workers, their labor conditions and level of wages (Eriksson, 2014) and today, consumers pressure
companies to show more content behind their code of conduct since consumers today are demanding
more and better practice from the brands they love (Minney, 2011). Common CSR communication
channels are official web site, corporate reports of press release, magazines, TV commercials,
product packaging or labeling and other social web sites and networks (Du, Bhattacharya and Sen,
2010).
Consumers are getting more ethically concerned which has increased the demand for more choices in
the market (Birtwistle and More, 2007). According to Du, Bhattacharya and Sen (2010), the
awareness of CSR activities also leads to minimizing skepticism and increasing point of trust of
external stakeholders and Dahlén and Lange (2009) says that people tend to like CSR initiatives
which may have a positive effect on customer satisfaction and the value of a brand. However, they
mean that the effectiveness of CSR related activities depend on both the capability of the company as
well as the relationship between them. It may also depend on how it is communicated and to whom.
CSR initiatives can enhance the image of a company, enhance the consumer evaluation of a product
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as well as being very appreciated by consumers if the company has good reasons for the initiatives
and CSR related activities are most valuable to consumers with high brand awareness.

2.2 Sustainable Marketing Communications
As the society is starting to pay more attention to sustainability, sustainable communication is likely
to grow in importance (Laurell and Parment, 2015). Ottosson and Parment (2013) explains that
sustainable communication has become a central part of sustainable development and has
contributed to the spreading of question concerning sustainability. The growing interest of
sustainability in general has had a great influence on companies and organizations work with
sustainable communication, which is spreading fast and puts pressure on consumers to make the
right decisions and on companies to act more sustainable. However, Gezelius and Widenstam (2007)
explain that companies must not just satisfy the demand of their customers; they also need to
communicate how they take responsibility environmentally and socially. However, according to
Minney (2011) consumers today are very removed from information about the process of production
but consumer standards are a way to show it since if consumers do not show any concern, then
importers will not either. The researcher claims that consumers need to get more aware, because
without it they tend to buy the cheapest product possible. According to Ottosson and Parment (2013)
you can find sustainable communication that aims to change all consumers in a sustainable direction,
that aims to change the consumer buying behavior in connection with certain purchases, that aims to
inform consumers and others about sustainable goods and services and sustainable communication
that aims to persuade customers to buy products from a certain company since this particular
company is sustainable.
Black (2012) explains that just a strategy with improvements is not a powerful message that works
with consumers but believes that companies need to persuade consumers to choose their shoe over
their competitors less green alternative in order to have succeeded in their strategy. Dahlén and
Lange (2009) states that consumers demand information about the products they are buying and
according to Laurell and Parment (2015) sustainable marketing communication builds on the three
Cs principles: Clarity, Credibility and Comparability.
Clarity concerns that the sustainable communications needs to be clear and direct so it is not
misunderstood. Therefore it shall only focus on information which makes possible the customer to
make a decision (ibid). Black (2012) also claims that simple and understandable communication with
a clear and powerful message is the key in successful sustainable marketing communication.
Credibility concerns that the green communication needs to be realistic, accessible and consist of
claims which can be verifiable and for consumers today support by well-known and respected thirdparty organizations are greatly valuable. Consumers tend to accept and believe green communication
which is related to brands that they have positive associations to and who they believe is consistent
with environmental responsibility. Consumers also tend to go back to their own experiences in order
to judge the credibility (Laurell and Parment, 2015).
Comparability is one of the consumers’ important demands and it concerns the fact that consumers
want to be able to compare products and differentiate them from each other (ibid). This is also stated
by Dahlén and Lange (2009) which also highlight the importance information in order to evaluate the
product and compare to other options. Laurell and Parment (2015) further explain that the growing
amount of sustainable products and green claims, non understandable comparisons and the absence
of labeling may have a negative effect on relevance and usefulness of a green claim and the ability of
consumers to make comparisons and differentiate products from each other (ibid).
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2.2.1 Greenwashing
Companies see a growing demand from consumers in eco- goods, in order to attract them, they use
greenwashing marketing to be more attractive and the absence of mandatory regulation rules makes
consumers and environmental organizations interested in monitoring the corporate greenwashing
(Dahl, 2010). Dahlén and Lange (2009) explain that consumers may see the CSR related activities as
tools of marketing which could be the reason behind negative associations and according to Ottosson
and Parment (2013) greenwashing is a threat to sustainable communication since sustainable
communication aims to change the consumer behavior.
Greenwashing is when you advertise a product, service or company being environmentally
advantageous (Blanchfield, 2011) and thereby makes products look more appealing as eco- or
environmentally friendly than they really are (Ottosson and Parment, 2013, Blanchfield, 2011) and
using this association in advertising, while not corresponding to any legal standards and regulation.
When a company is engaged in harmful or environmental activities, and still market itself as
sustainable, it can also be called green washing (ibid). The companies may also have a complete lack
of certification (Black, 2012). Some companies take an active role in the environmental management
and company managers can avoid greenwashing by total transparency (Ogilvy and Earth, 2010).
Over excessive messages is not impressive for today’s consumers and the consumers are instead
questioning the so called ‘green’ communication. Ottosson and Parment (2013) argue that
sustainable communication can only be communicated by companies with sustainable strategies and
sustainable business models, so authenticity and the underlying message is central.

2.2.2 Transparency
As the awareness of the problematic issues in the world have risen, the faster the business have seen
the need to change, and as the awareness grows, the demand for product transparency has grown in
importance (Black, 2012). The demand for honesty, authenticity and transparency is one important
factor in sustainable development (Ottosson and Parment, 2013) and according to Tham (2010) it’s a
growing trend for many organizations to have CSR communications with customers in a formal and
opened way, prioritizing that communication should come from key stakeholders and to show their
understanding and responsibility of all process from design to distribution. Florini (1998) says that
transparency, in peoples understanding is openness and greater and easier access to information and
from the perspective of sustainability, transparency is disclosure of corporate and supply chain
information. According to Black (2012) supply chain transparency and being able to trace products
from the production of fiber to the retail store is the major focus in the next years (Black, 2012).
Transparency increasingly has been seen globally as an essential component in efforts to hold
governments and private industry accountable for their actions on environmental issues. But the lack
of definitive research about whether or not such disclosures reach their targeted audience raises
questions about transparency's effectiveness as a sustainability tool (Laszlo, Christensen, Fogel,
Wagner and Whitehouse, 2010). According to Gwilt and Rissanen (2012) the volumes of textiles
disposed in the landfills affects the environment, and since the process of recycling is still not fully
embraced and people do not completely understand and trust the process, it need to be more
transparent open and clear.

2.2.3 Certifications and Labeling
Communication channels deliver messages that informs about product features and its benefits and
product labeling and packaging as a type of communication channel usually have big scope of useful
information. (Fill and Graham, 2007) and certification and labeling is one of the ways producers can
inform consumers about some special features of the product. Jones and Williams (2012) stated that
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the idea of certification is that it allows products to be labeled with logos, that easily recognized that
consumers and can be associated with fair trade and other ethical actions. They also assert that for
the organizations, if the company certifies the products, it allow them to trade more globally, which
is absolutely an advantage for the business. Suchman (1995) claim that the certification of
responsible products must be done by a third party in order to give it legitimacy and according to
Dekhili and Achabou (2014) in order to influence and win consumers trust, the certifier must be
credible, show control of procedure and to provide a label which captures the attention of the
consumer. Based on their research, fair trade apparel “needs to be clearly labelled, available in
physical stores, and produced with good quality in current, fashionable styles” in order to be
marketed effectively.
According to Rubik and Paolo (2005) there are two major principles used in eco-labeling: hurdle and
scoring systems. The hurdle system is characterized by a minimum number of standards that product
has to meet at the same time, and this labeling system is mostly dominated in European ecodescriptions. The other system which is the scoring system allows to measure different
environmental criteria and so far, but not used in many cases. Besides eco-labeling companies should
be able to follow the latest technical development standards in the field and be updated to it.
Another problem is that it is difficult for consumers to know who and what to trust in when it comes
to products with sustainable labeling or certification. Trustworthy labeling should have open and
accessible criteria and show the process of it, third party control, and information about the label or
certification for others to access (Gezelius and Wildenstam, 2007). According to Ottosson and
Parment (2013) there is a problem with too many certifications and labels globally, nationally and
regionally which confuse consumers and less certifications is needed in order to reduce the
complexity for the consumers and EU, governmental organizations, NGO’s and companies should
all work towards less certifications and labels on the market. The researchers claim that third party
certifications such as the EU Eco-label and Fairtrade are better choices than companies’ own
certifications, which can be perceived by consumers as green washing. Sto and Strandbakken (2005)
stated that people have more trust towards scientifically based independent environmental
information sources and according to Karstens and Belz (2006) consumers used to have more
confidence in labels of brands with a good reputation, because they consider that the companies
cannot risk damaging their reputation by providing fallacious information on their products.
According to Dekhili and Achabou (2014) “..the co-existence of two eco-labels on the market can
reduce the environmental quality of the labelled product when the consumer has limited knowledge
about which eco-label better guarantees environmental quality”. So, the researchers claim that
multiple labels increase costs and reduce the purchases of responsible products because of the low
consumer awareness of environmental and social issues.
Consumer’s trust is very important, because the individuals mostly can’t be aware of the data from
the production and other processes of goods (Rubik and Paolo, 2005) and the information given to
the consumers may cause confusion and it may be difficult for them to interpret. Companies must
therefore inform the consumer about the value of facts and numbers which is communicated. This
means that if a company communicates a percentage of recycled material in a product, then the
company also need to explain this more and put it in relation to other products (Ottosson and
Parment, 2013). In the study made by Tang, Fryxell and Chow (2004) it was conducted that the most
successful eco-labels have not only logo, but also additional written message, that informs about the
main responsible character of the product. The researchers also mentioned that for eco labels is
important to strengthen the “brand building”, by the use of labels based on a permission of a credible
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organization and develop an educational campaign. Rudell (2006) also bring up that the development
of sustainability labels need to be accompanied by a public education campaign in order to ensure
that consumers are looking for these labels and that business owners find them necessary.

2.3 Footwear Purchasing Behavior
According to Göteborgs Universitet (2014) a growing consumption depends on the will and
possibility to consume and that the will is connected to satisfying needs and wishes, to fulfill dreams
and to create an identity and the possibility to consume is related to the buying power of the
consumer. Herva, Álvarez and Roca (2011) states that general characteristics that worry footwear
consumers are design, performance, quality and aspect of sustainability. According to Goonetilleke
(2012) there are 3F’s that influence footwear purchasing behavior: fit, form and function. For most
of the consumers, especially for women, the form, which is the aesthetics and style of shoes are most
important, while fit and function occupies second place. In this fast changing fashion world the
designers and footwear developers must know the exact appearance features that will satisfy
customers. The researcher bring up that both types of comfortable and uncomfortable shoes that
people buy have good form/design.

2.4 Consumer Attitudes
According to Arnould, Price and Zinkhan (2002) consumer attitude is about thoughts, feelings and
actions and could be defined as: “a consumer’s overall, enduring evaluation of a concept or object,
such as a person, a brand, a service”. Attitudes are said to be a product of information gathering,
which means that attitudes are learned tendencies of beliefs, feelings and reactions. Dahlén and
Lange (2009) explain that consumer attitudes have a psychological tendency and not a physiological
and therefore different from consumer behavior. People tend to shape attitudes about everything
surrounding them no matter the importance, but attitudes may also be deeply rooted values. Opinions
can also be persistent and consistent even though they may not be as rooted as values and to change
consumer attitudes is a slow process that takes time and companies need to communicate a lot and
during a long period of time in order to change the attitudes and behaviors of consumers.
Arnould, Price and Zinkhan (2002) state that attitudes are made of three components: cognition,
affect and behavior. The researchers explain that Cognition refers to “the beliefs a consumer has
about an attitude object”, affect is “the way a consumer feels about an attitude object” and behavior
refers to “the person’s intentions to do something with regard to an attitude object”. So, a consumer
purchase is not a component of the consumer attitude, they are different processes since consumer
attitudes should influence consumer behavior. According to McNeill and Moore (2015) the lack of
consumer knowledge, availability and retail environments are a few of the factors seen to negatively
affect consumer having positive attitudes towards sustainable products. The researchers also claim
that consumers’ general level of concern for the environment and social wellbeing, preconception
and prior behavior of ethical consumption actions influence their attitudes. They also state that there
is a relationship between peer groups and consumer behavior.

2.4.1 Attitude-Behavior Gap
Dahlén and Lange (2009) stated that many times you see a change in attitudes, but not in behavior of
consumers so there is an inconsistency between consumer attitudes and consumer behavior. They
claim that consumers may not buy products from companies with a strong connection to CSR even
though consumers tend to be positive about CSR related initiatives because CSR is only one of the
criteria in their buying decision and research showed that consumer tend to not buy products with
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higher or premium prices just because of its relation to CSR initiatives. According to Shaw, Hogg,
Wilson, Shiu and Hassan (2006) there are three primary difficulties for ethical consumers to avoid
purchasing unsustainable apparel. They explain that consumer need better access to ethical retailers,
better information about production standards and a better selection of ethical products.
When consumers tend to speak more about sustainability than act sustainable it describes the so
called attitude-behavior gap and there are several factors that influence the inconsistency of
consumers. The first factor is the value a sustainable product offer in relation to a traditional product.
The second factor is the frequency of buying since many purchases are done without reflection over
the choice. The third factor is visibility since the many products do not clearly show they are
sustainable. The fourth factor is complexity which means that sustainability can create more
complexity to buying than just price and quality which may affect the consumer to not buy
sustainable. The fifth important factor is who a consumer buys for, to myself or to others which
affect the will to buy sustainable alternative since many consumers tend to buy sustainable products
with less chemicals for their children but not for themselves. The sixth and last factor is necessity or
pleasure. So depending if the product you will buy is a low commitment purchase (routine) or high
commitments with high information gathering, these factors influence the role of sustainability in the
choice made by the consumer (Ottosson and Parment, 2013).
The origin of the attitude-behavior gap can be explained in the sustainable purchase perception
matrix by Peattie in 1999 in which the consumer will to compromise explains how much more is the
consumer willing to compromise or sacrifice in order to buy a sustainable product, for example pay
more or the need to visit more stores in order to find the product they want. The consumer degree of
persuasion explains how convinced the consumer is that product is sustainable and not just saying so
which can be the result of greenwashing. By reducing the compromises consumers have to make and
by building a high reputation in all marketing communication towards consumer, the sustainable
consumption may rise (Peattie, 1999).

2.5 Choice of theoretical foundation
We have chosen the following theoretical foundation because of the knowledge we have gained in
the introductory part of our thesis presented in chapter one. Our previous knowledge about
sustainability in general and the research presented in the first chapter has made us aware of the
concept of sustainability in connection to the footwear industry and the importance of
communicating it for future development. The background based on several research studies gave us
an understanding of the growing awareness of sustainability in the world and the importance of
incorporating sustainability initiatives into business processes which have already happen in several
other industries but to this point is limited but have started also in the footwear industry in Sweden
with the initiative of Sustainable Shoe Environmental Initiative.
So the concept of sustainability and its communication is the foundation we chose to build this thesis
on. The importance of sustainability communication in which research has showed us that
transparency, certifications and labeling play a major role and greenwashing as a threat can be seen
in other industries today, has lead to the choice of theory to investigate further applied to the
Swedish footwear industry in which sustainability efforts in general and sustainability
communication in particular is seen to be limited. These aspects of sustainability communication will
be analyzed from experts’ perspective, consumers’ perspective and also by observing Swedish shoe
retail stores.
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Consumer attitudes have been chosen as a theoretical foundation since research has showed that
positive attitudes and growing awareness has led to changed consumer purchasing behavior in the
past. So in order to research this, we have chosen theory that describes what influence consumers’
footwear purchasing behavior, consumers’ attitudes in general and what factors that can explain the
gap between attitudes and changed in consumers’ behavior. This theory will be analyzed based on
the results from our three studies presented in chapter four.
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3. Research Method
In this chapter we will present the methods for writing a scientific paper. We start by describing the
research position, the scientific approach, as well as the research design chosen for this research.
Then we will present the research method and study type of this research. The collection of the data,
the process, selection and analysis of it in our three parts will be presented. Finally, validity,
reliability and source critics of the thesis will be discussed.

3.1 Research Approach
In order to fulfill the purpose of our thesis which is to understand sustainability communication
within Swedish shoe retail stores and to understand how sustainability and its communication in the
footwear industry is perceived and discussed by sustainability experts’ and consumers, we have
chosen the following approach explained in the subheadings below.

3.1.1 Research Position: Interpretive
In order to fulfill our purpose of understanding a concept from different views, as well as to how a
concept is perceived and discussed by different parties we have chosen interpretivist approach in
how to view the reality and the relationship between the researcher and the reality (Carson and
Gilmore, 2006) which allows us to interpret and understand what is happening from our interviewers
perspectives and use a more personal process and empathic understanding of the reality (Bryman,
2012). We chose this approach because it is said to be good at addressing complexity and meaning
(Black, 2006) since we believe that reality is socially constructed and because we aim to grasp the
subjective meaning of social action (ibid). Since there is no single external reality in this approach
and because the relationship is understood though perceived knowledge, and because our research is
specific and seek to understand specific contexts (Carson and Gilmore, 2006) we justify our choice
of approach that concentrates on understanding and interpretation of findings.

3.1.2 Research Design: Deduction
Our research is dominantly deductive in the research design as our framework for building,
collecting and processing data (Bryman, 2012). We are well aware that a deductive approach usually
is associated with quantitative research, however because of the fact that theory is more than just
literature on the topic gathered from books and articles we argue that this is the best choice for us
since we have previous knowledge about the research area from one year of studying sustainability,
which led us to the purpose of this thesis and guided our research. The theory from previous
knowledge and gathered through researching books and articles drove our process of gathering data
in order to fulfill our purpose. In our final chapter we will show our interpretative findings which
will feed back to the stock of knowledge which has an element of inductiveness (ibid).

3.1.3 Research Method: Qualitative
The research method is only a technique to discover the reality (Carson and Gilmore, 2006), a
method of how to collect information (Sachdeva, 2009) and we have chosen a qualitative research
method in order to fulfill the purpose of understanding concepts and also of how these concepts are
perceived and discussed by different parties. We have chosen a qualitative research strategy since it
uses a more social perception of reality and using words in collection and analysis of data (Bryman,
2012). We will use the qualitative method in order to observe and interpret our respondents’ answers
and our own observations with the goal to develop a model that will explain what was experienced
(Jha, 2008). We have chosen to conduct interviews aimed to get information about respondent’s
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behavior and attitudes, beliefs and values with purpose of describing problematic issues and
individual meanings (Bryman, 2012).

3.1.4 Study Type: Exploratory and Descriptive
In Business research, there are three types of research, exploratory, descriptive and causal (Sachdeva,
2009). In the first part of our study we chose to conduct an exploratory study because it is often used
if you know little about something (Burns and Busch, 2006). Since we did not have a clear idea
about the problems in the specific industry we aimed to research and the because the problem was
not yet clearly defined (Sachdeva, 2009) we used this exploratory study to gather preliminary
information to gain valuable knowledge in order to define our specific problem by interviewing three
key experts within the area of what we aimed to study. This research started with an exploratory
study in order to construct the most adequate study possible with the aim to gain a broader and
deeper understanding of the problem area and with the intention of specifying the problem area and
research questions. Our intention was to understand how and why sustainability has grown in
importance in the world and in Sweden, as well as to deeper understand the fashion industry’s role in
the process. We then wanted to gain a deeper understanding of the fashion industry, specialized in
the footwear industry’s importance as an answer to changed consumer attitudes and behavior and
demand for a more sustainable shoe industry and sustainable products. We conducted three key
expert interviews, which gave us valuable insight into a specific situation which provided us
direction (Sachdeva, 2009) of who we wanted to interview next and observe in the next two parts of
our research. The second part of our study, observation of Swedish shoe retail stores was also
exploratory because it is said that it is used to the most part in consumer research in a retail context
(Carson and Gilmore, 2006). We conducted an observation in order to explore the reality of
sustainability communication within this given context.
The third part of our study became descriptive in its character and a descriptive study is often used in
a qualitative study characterized by answering questions such as who, what, where, when and how
with the objective of describing things such as attitudes of consumers who buy products. The
limitation is the choice of a descriptive research is however that the study cannot explain what
caused a specific situation (Sachdeva, 2009). Howver, since we did not aim to explain cause of
actions but to understand consumers’ perception, the choice of a descriptive study was taken. The
descriptive approach is also strongly connected to the research questions with the aim to create a
model that could be used for future development (Burns and Busch, 2006) which we will present in
the final chapter of this thesis.

3.5 Data collection
We will in the following sub headings present how we collected data for our three parts of this
study.

3.5.1 Part 1: Experts Interviews
We chose to construct qualitative interviews since it is said to put a higher interest in the interviews
point of view and what the person see as relevant and important (Bryman, 2012) and because is said
to be the main data collection strategy in qualitative research (Sachdeva, 2009) conducted to get into
someone’s head and to view the world from their perspective. We chose to conduct semi-structured
interviews which are often used in the qualitative method with three experts because of their
experiences and attitudes are central in the study (ibid). Since our aim was to find key persons with
cutting edge expertise within the area of sustainability with focus on the apparel and footwear
industry in order to gain a deeper insight into the business, the subject and the problems we chose
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this method of gathering primary data. Since we wanted to understand the area of sustainability from
a global view as well as gain insight about the consumer facing side of sustainability as well as
sustainability within the value chain we choose three key experts for interviewing with the expertise
we were looking for, which gave us a good foundation for the work.
We also chose the semi-structured interview since we wanted more control over the interview but
with no fixed range of response to the questions asked. We asked our respondents predetermined and
open-ended questions with the hope to get valuable information and a deeper insight to the problem
area (Given, 2008) because we seeked rich and detailed answers in a more flexible manner. The
semi-structured interview is said to rely heavily on developing a dialogue between the interviewer
and the interviewee (Sachdeva, 2009) and this was reached by using an interview guide with general
open-ended topics that address the overall objective of the study and the questions asked during the
interview does not have to be addressed in the same order they are written in the interview guide
(Carson and Gilmore, 2006).
In qualitative interviews, the interviewer can depart from the interview guide used and ask more and
new questions to follow up the replies from the previous questions (Bryman, 2012) which was done
in to increase the dialogue and flexibility of the interview and to go deeper into certain interesting
answers from the interviewers. We asked the questions in the order they were written to the most
part, however, since some answers led us to other questions, we somewhat moved back and forth in
the questions asked during the interviews (Given, 2008). It is said that general topics does not have
to be directly addressed in the interview and skilled interviewers have the ability to involve the
respondent in a conversation rather than a interview and cover the different topic in the interview
guide without the respondent knowing that the topics would be raised at all and this was done by not
revealing the questions before and by jumping back and forth between the questions depending on
the interviewers answer. The general topics in the interview guide can be followed with questions
such as where, when, with whom and why (Carson and Gilmore, 2006) and this was done during the
interview depending on if we found the answers interesting and wanted to know more.

3.5.2 Part 1: Research Process and Selection
We used a purposive sampling (Bryman, 2012), which means that we did not select participants on
random basis but instead we strategically selected people with the right experience and relevance for
the study. This choice of sampling limits us to not generalize our finding to the population because it
is a non-probability approach, however since we do not aim to generalize the findings in our study,
this choice of sampling was selected for this part of the study.
In order to answer many of our questions and to gain a deeper understanding of the problem area of
sustainability within the fashion industry, we contacted Professor Simonetta Carbonaro, Associate
Professor Jonas Larsson and Lecturer David Eriksson in April 2015.
Professor Simonetta Carbonaro has been teaching and researching at the Domus Academy
postgraduate design school in Milan, Italy and is currently a professor at The Swedish School of
Textiles since 2002. Simonetta Carbonaro is an expert in consumer psychology, strategic marketing
and design management. She is doing research in the area of consumer ethos and behavior,
forecasting the directions consumer culture”. She is a professor within the field of consumer
psychology, humanistic marketing and sustainability-driven business design as well as carry out
research in the area of consumer ethos and behavior, forecasting the directions consumer culture. She
is also leading The Design of Prosperity initiative. Simonetta Carbonaro is a partner at REALISE, a
business consulting firm based in Germany, where she is actively involved in value branding,
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strategic design and innovation management and for the last 15 years, Carbonaro has been working
as senior strategic advisor for main consumer goods companies.
We also contacted Associate Professor Jonas Larsson at The Swedish School of Textiles, University
of Borås to gather a better understanding of the problem area since we value his insight and
knowledge from his work with the Sustainable Apparel Coalition and as a researcher within the field
fashion and sustainability. Jonas Larsson is currently conducting research about sustainable distance
shopping. Sustainable Apparel Coalition is an association with a vision to “create a fashion and
footwear industry without any unnecessary impact on the environment but with a positive impact on
people and society. The goal is to create a shared view of sustainability issues, and find a common
method of communicating measurements of sustainability”.1
We also contacted David Eriksson, a lecturer at the University of Borås, at the Faculty of Textiles,
Engineering and Business with a PhD in Textile Management. We contacted David Eriksson
valuable insight about social responsibility within the supply chain. His research was specialized in
the area of textile and in the subject of logistics and therefore has expertise which we find valuable to
us.
In the first part of our study we contacted the interviewers and booked a time for the interview in the
place they preferred, a setting that was familiar to them which is a common choice among qualitative
interviewing (Bryman, 2012) and all three interviews were conducted in or close to their office.
Since is said that the interview should begin only when the respondent is ready and since formal
greeting and some general conversation before the interview starts is common to get a bit closer to
the respondent, this was done in all our interviews. The interviews started with some general small
talk and then introducing the purpose of the thesis and why we choose the specific interviewer to be
a part of pre-study. And since it is important that the respondent is open and honest in their answers,
the interviewer should also be open and honest (Carson and Gilmore, 2006) which we were before,
during and after the interview by explaining to them why and how we chose them and that we would
send them the results which would be used in the thesis so they felt that they had full control. We
started the interview with explaining the purpose of the research in order to make the respondent
aware of the value of the study and their contribution to it (Carson and Gilmore, 2006) and when the
respondent was ready, we started conducting the interview.
Interviews are often recorded and transcribed in qualitative interviews since qualitative researchers
are interested in the way the respondents answer the questions not only what they answer (Bryman,
2012). Since some people do not want to be recorded (Carson and Gilmore, 2006) we asked all
respondents if it was ok that we recorded the interview, which all of them was ok with. By recording
all conducted interviews, we could be more natural in the conversation with the interviewee since we
did not have to worry that we might forget what was said during the interview. Recording is
something that makes the interview flow in a better way and we chose a recording device, which we
were familiar with and with good quality recording. The interviews was later transcribed2, a process
which is recognized as very time consuming (Bryman, 2012). Even though transcribing interviews
takes time, the interviews should be be transcribed by the interviewer since it gives a greater
flexibility to the data analysis (Carson and Gilmore, 2006). We transcribed all the conducted
interviews and then send the transcribed interview to the interviewers for validation since it was
1
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important to get an approval from the persons that we interviewed in order to guarantee reliability
and validity of the study. In the study, the respondents or key expert were revealed in order to
highlight their area of expertise and valuable knowledge to the study.

3.5.3 Part 1: Analysis of Data
According to Bryman (2012) the qualitative data consists of unstructured information collected from
interviews, which makes it hard to analyse it. The purpose for us was to analyze and provide some
coherence and structure to this data. During the interview with the three key experts a big scope of
information was collected and recorded. After transcribing the interviews, we tried to analyze data
and define concepts that logically were appearing from the internal structure, which Bryman (2012)
define as a thematic analysis, as the information was decided according to themes. Among the major
concepts or themes that we underlined from this interviews were sustainability, consumer attitudes
and awareness of it and its communication with parts connected to this. Then, we tried to analyze
and structure the received data from different experts according to these concepts, in order to make
one coherent text, with paragraphs of themes. Later we tried to highlight the most valuable experts
explanations of the subjects of our interest, and try to filter that ones, which we did not see as
important for this thesis. From the results we developed a foundation that was used later in the
analysis part of the thesis.

3.5.4 Part 2: Observations of Shoe Retail Stores
In the second part of study, we conducted an observational study. Observation is the method used for
collecting information or impressions through looking after the phenomenon of interest (Given,
2008). The structured observation occurs when the researcher has specific factors that need to be
observed such as positions of different products or the layout of a retail store (Carson and Gilmore,
2006). This conducted observation had a structured character, as it was collecting information
according to a set of predefined rules and procedures, and not involved participants observation
(Given, 2008). For collecting primary data for study number two, it was decided to make a retail
store environment observation within the shoe retailing stores in a specific city at the same day. The
purpose of the observation was to monitor and measure certain factors such as visual sustainability
communication within the stores. The study was made in form of a qualitative observation that was
aimed to structurally monitor interesting qualities of goods in the store (ibid). Following the elements
presented in the next part we systematically went through all of them.

3.5.5 Part 2: Research Process, Selection and Analysis of Data
For the second part of our study we chose to use a typical case sampling because it exemplifies a
dimension of interest (Bryman, 2012) which in this case it the sustainability communication within
shoe retail stores in Sweden. This process started with examining the different footwear retail stores
in the city center of Varberg on a city with approximately 60.000 inhabitants and the city where the
headquarters of most of the footwear companies are located. Even though the city is small in size and
population, the city has many shoe retail stores available due to the fact that most companies with
headquarters in the city also have a retail store in the city. We chose to explore all the five retail
stores in the city center of Varberg, but chose not to visit the ones that were available outside the
center. We chose to visit both Nilson Shoes, Scorett, Din Sko, Anderbergs Skor and Multi Brand
Shoe store since we wanted to gain valuable insight about the amount of sustainable products
available and the way sustainability was communicated in all of the available stores, not just one or
two since previous studies and collected information from several sources presented in chapter one
of this study had shown that the amount of sustainability efforts done by different Swedish footwear
companies had large differences. We chose five stores since it is said that the more comparisons
between the stores you can do, the more interesting the finding will be (Bryman, 2012). The sample
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size affect the findings, however our goal is not to generalize but to observe the reality of
sustainability communication today and then in our last study part three see what consumers find
important, we argue that the sample since we chose to observe is enough for fulfilling our purpose
and answer our questions. The retail stores per se were not our focus, but the degree of sustainable
assortment and how sustainability communication was presented within the stores. We are well
aware of the fact that our choice of selection can limit the findings because the assortments of goods
within retail stores can be larger depending on the since of the city in which it is located. However,
since this is the city in which they have their headquarters, they also have a large assortment in their
stores and we argue therefore that the communication would be similar to observations conducted in
other cities.
During the observation we continuously wrote down notes and took pictures (Bryman, 2012) of
interesting findings, which were crosschecked with each other’s after the observation was done. The
pictures taken was chosen not to be published in this thesis due to the property of the brands but used
for us in our process of analyzing what was observed in connection to our notes. The findings were
also discussed in order to share thoughts of what we both had observed. The findings were written
down and analyzed close in time to the observation which is said to enhance the observation analysis
(ibid) because the experience and findings are still new in the observers mind. Since we did not
observe people, we did not have to worry about making people conscious. We did however notice
the store personnel wondering why we so thoroughly observed everything in the store. Since these
personnel were talked to after the conducted observation, they understood for what purpose we were
there. We discussed some elements with them and all of the persons we talked to seemed to think
what we did there was interesting also for them.
Each retail store was systematically evaluated in the aspect of sustainability communication by five
different elements. Each store was evaluated after the visit from the degree of sustainable footwear
as well as the visible communication which we argue affect the sustainability awareness in general
and the consumer purchase. We know that each experience is unique and personal and that people’s
observation can differ, however we choose to explore the same factors in each store in order to
evaluate the different stores in the aspect of sustainability and there for we argue our own personal
experience were set apart.
Products were chosen since the number of available products within the store affects the degree of
sustainable choices customers have and the general awareness of sustainability. We argue that this
element is important to observe since the more sustainable products you have in a store, the better
selection you have and the better choice you can make. We also wanted to look at communication
through additional tools that enhances the aspect of sustainability. We argue that the choice to
analyze the hang tags with certifications and other sustainable information communicated to
consumers was natural since almost everyone looks at the hang tags of footwear to see price, size
and additional information in connection to purchase. Posters that communicates sustainability with
sustainable information or pictures etc was also an interesting element to analyze. The last element
we wanted to investigate was sustainability communication on products, if there was any, where it
was and how sustainability was communicated. We chose to analyze the data based on these
elements and chose to present the results in relation to each element exactly as we observed it which
we argue enhance the credibility of the analysis. We chose not to analyze more or less than these
elements or present any additional information which can be related or affect the findings of
sustainability communication within each shoe retail stores that was observed.
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3.5.6 Part 3: Consumers Interviews
A pilot interview was made in order to our test questions and the results from this interview was not
used in our presented result in chapter four but used as a way to be more prepared for the upcoming
interviews. The first interview had more closed questions and from the result that we got we learned
that this was not the answer our research questions or way to fulfill our purpose, so we changed the
questions in our upcoming interviews based on this learning experience.
Since our aim of this study was to find out the respondents feelings, memories and interpretation
which cannot be observed or discovered in other ways (Carson and Gilmore, 2006) we chose
qualitative interviews of consumers to gather data because it put a higher interest in the interviews
point of view and what the person see as relevant and important (Bryman, 2012). We wanted to get
into to view the world from the consumers’ perspective. We chose to conduct semi-structured
interviews because the consumers’ experiences and attitudes are central in the study (ibid) and
because we wanted more control over the interview but with no fixed range of response to the
questions asked. We asked our respondents predetermined and open-ended questions in order to gain
valuable information and a greater insight to the problem area (Given, 2008), which addressed the
objective of the study (Carson and Gilmore, 2006). Since the interviewer can depart from the
interview guide used in qualitative interviews and ask more and new questions to follow up the
answers from the previous questions (Bryman, 2012), this was done in to increase the dialogue and
flexibility of the interview and to go deeper into certain interesting answers from the interviewers.
Since some answers led us to other questions, we somewhat moved back and forth in the questions
asked during the interviews, but asked the questions in the order they appeared in the guide to the
most part (Given, 2008). It is said that common topics does not have to be directly addressed in the
interview and skilled interviewers have the ability to involve the respondent in a conversation rather
than a interview and cover the different topic in the interview guide without the respondent knowing
that the topics would be covered at all and this was done by not revealing the questions before and by
jumping back and forth between the questions depending on the interviewers answer. The topics in
the interview guide can be followed with questions such as where, when, with whom and why
(Carson and Gilmore, 2006) and this was done during the interview depending on if we found the
answers interesting and wanted to know more.

3.5.7 Part 3: Research Process and Selection
For this part of our study we chose to use a stratified purposive sampling because it is a sampling
method used when you sample individuals within subgroups of interest (Bryman, 2012). The
sampling method was chosen because of certain criteria and we know that we cannot generalize the
findings. Our sample was women firstly because of research says that women take over 80 percent of
the consumer purchasing decisions and that women in the OECD countries tend to buy more shoes
than men. Secondly we chose women because research has shown that women tend to buy more
sustainable products and tend to leave a smaller ecological footprint than men due to their more
sustainable consumption patterns (OECD, 2008). Thirdly we chose female participants in the age of
18-45 years because it is said to be the age when the most shoe purchases are made (Wang, 2014).
We also chose participant with Swedish nationality because we aim to study the Swedish shoe
market.
We selected 8 respondents within this specific target group. Respondent 1 is a student and waitress at
the age of 25. Respondent 2 is a student and social worker at the age of 25. Respondent 3 is working
as an environmental engineer and she is at the age of 31. Respondent 4 is a farm worker at the age of
24. Respondent 5 is a preschool teacher on maternity leave at the age of 29. Respondent 6 is a worker
at the University of Borås at the age of 29. Respondent 7 work with sales in the media industry and
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previously she worked as a store manager at a well-known apparel company. She is at the age of 29.
Respondent 8 work as an economic assistant at a recycling company today but previously she
worked as an economic assistant at a nationally well-known apparel company. She has two children.
We contacted the interviewers and booked a time for the interview in the place they preferred, a
setting that was familiar to them which is a common choice among qualitative interviewing
(Bryman, 2012) so all conducted interviews took place in their own homes. The interview started
only when the respondent was ready and we conducted general conversation before the interview
started which is said to be common to get a bit closer to the respondent. We wanted the respondent to
feel comfortable in order to be honest and open in their answers; therefore we were also open and
honest to them. We started each interview with explaining the purpose of the research in order to
make the respondent aware of the value of the study and their contribution to it (Carson et al, 2006).
When the respondent was ready, we started conducting the interview.
The interviews was recorded and transcribed since we were wanted the respondents to feel that we
were really listening to them and not just focusing on writing down what they were saying and also
because we were interested in the way the respondents answer the questions not only what they
answer (Bryman, 2012). Since some people do not want to be recorded (Carson and Gilmore, 2006)
we asked all respondents if it was ok that we recorded the interview, which all of them was ok with.
By recording all conducted interviews, interview flowed in a better way and we chose a recording
device that we were familiar with and with good quality recording. Because of these choices we
could be more natural in the conversation with the interviewee since we did not have to worry that
we might forget what was said or risking that the quality of the recording would be bad. The
interviews was later transcribed3, a process which is recognized as very time consuming (Bryman,
2012) and each consumer interview was coded with a different name than the original one to use in
the presentation of the results which was explained to the respondents. Transcribing all eight
interviews took us a long time but gave us a greater flexibility to the data analysis (Carson and
Gilmore, 2006). We chose not send the transcribed interview to the interviewers for validation
because of their full permission to use the data under a different name.

3.5.8 Part 3: Analysis of Data
From the conducted interviews with the consumers we received a lot of valuable information for the
field of sustainability and shoe business. According to Bryman (2012) the unstructured information
collected from interviews is hard to analyse and we chose a thematic analysis in order to provide
coherence and structure to this data information. The analysis got a thematic character, since we
were interested in take a deeper look at the specific issues of consumers’ responses. Among the
chosen themes, for the analysis were answers on several related questions, concern about subjects
such as perception, attitudes, behaviors related to sustainability in the shoe industry in Sweden. All
the respondents’ answers were divided to the themes, in which we tried to find some similarities and
patterns in the responses, as well as underline interesting for us responses. The results of the
consumers’ interviews are presented in chapter four and analyzed in chapter five of this thesis. We
are also using quotes in order for the reader to hear some of the consumers’ voices which we believe
is important in order to grasp a deeper understanding.

3.6 Validity and Reliability
First, in our research we tried to achieve high level of theoretical validity, discussed by Huberman
and Miles (2002) by using the most recent and reliable sources of information, using concepts
3
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provided from the scientific sources and applied them to the proper phenomena, and tried to make
right relations among the concepts. Besides in the research were also used interviews of three major
experts from the field of sustainability, conducted store observation and make consumers interviews.
All the studies were made with maximum trustworthiness, which is said to be a criterion of a good a
qualitative study according to Bryman (2012).
Validity can be measured from two perspectives, internal and external and as mentioned by
Christensen Andersson, Carlsson and Haglund (2001) the internal validity is how well the study and
its findings are coherent with the reality. For the first part of our study we chose three experts,
professor and researchers in the field of sustainability in the Swedish School of Textiles. All three
respondents have updated knowledge about the subject from recent or previous research and from
the work field with an objective scientific attitude that was attracted in their answers. We transcribed
all the conducted interviews and then send the transcribed interview to the interviewers for validation
since it was important to get an approval from the persons that we interviewed in order to guarantee
reliability and validity of the study.
The study part two, observation of Swedish shoe retail stores, which helped us to collect recent
information of the reality of Swedish footwear stores, was made objectively and only for the
scientific purpose which is proposed by Christensen et al (2001) as giving the study internal validity.
For the study part three we chose eight respondents who are Swedish females and in the interview
they were openly and comfortably discussing the topics, not leading by interviewers for their
answers. The participants were taking part on their own will and tried to give most realistic and
updated answers about the subject from their point of view. The interviewers were making
recordings, transcribing, coded the consumers’ answers and used that information later in this thesis
with the full approval of the respondents.
Proposed by Christensen et al (2001) the external validity answers the question of how the choice of
methods and their results are coherent with what it tries to achieve. In this research we tried to take
most proper and reasonable methods, like interviews and observation that were mentioned earlier.
Interviews helped us to collect necessary qualitative information for this qualitative study, which
concerns knowledge, perceptions, awareness, attitudes, and behavior of respondents. The
observations were aiming to monitor and measure certain factors such as visual sustainability
communication within the stores. Both two types of methods were made to achieve high internal
validity, which by Bryman (2012) is concerned with the soundness of findings that specify a causal
connection.
Stated by Mayer (2009) validity of the research goes together with reliability, where reliability is the
extent to which test results can be comparable with another test result made the same way. Because
of the choice of interview structure for our consumer interviews we can say the answers differed
between the respondents because of the knowledge and interest and because the more knowledge and
interest the respondent had, the deeper answers we got. Concerning the expert interviews we argue
that our results can be comparable with another test made the same way at the same point in time,
however we are aware of the fact that as their knowledge grows their answers would differ over
time. We can however say that the results from our conducted observations can be comparable
because if another researcher would conduct an observation made the same way and look at the exact
same elements as at the same time they would be comparable to the results we found.
Appling to our research, we can say that the reliability of qualitative studies can be described
according to Bryman (2012) as dependability, or how likely the findings can be applied to other
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times. Since the textile and shoe industry is a constantly changing business, having shifts of flows of
goods which depends of the season, we can draw the conclusion that the results from our conducted
store observations in the near future can differ from that ones we have noticed today. Talking about
consumer’s answers, we are aware of the fact that their answers can be influenced by new
experiences, knowledge, education and interest that fluctuate over time. However, we argue that as
their awareness grows, the more critical they would be in their answers because of the connection we
see to their thoughts about other industries. Besides, the interview answers of the experts can also
differ between today and the future, to an even deeper level depending on their future researches and
studies. By this we mean that the reliability of the work is high, because the findings of today would
only be enhanced by gaining a deeper knowledge in the future. We do also argue that the reliability
of this research is high because we argue that our findings would be similar tomorrow, however we
cannot argue that it would be exactly the same if a new research would be conducted in the very near
future. We mean that the fluctuation of the industry and the fast spread of knowledge, the findings
can differ between today and the reality in the future. So to summarize we can say, that the level of
dependability of our research is moderate, because that depends from many different factors of social
reality.

3.7 Methodology Critics
The qualitative research is sometimes being criticized as being too subjective and that there are
difficulties of replicating the qualitative research (Bryman, 2012). We are aware of the fact that each
consumers response are individual and as described before, the findings from this study can be hard
to replicate because of fluctuations in the industry and the fast spread of knowledge. However, we
argue that the findings reflect the reality of the time the research was conducted. Another critic to
qualitative research is the difficulty to generalize the findings to other settings. However the findings
of qualitative research should be generalized to theory rather than to populations (ibid). The purpose
of this thesis was not to generalize our findings to the general population but to gain valuable insight
of the consumer understanding and perception of the concept of sustainability, their perception of
sustainable communication within the footwear industry as well as to find valuable insight to their
beliefs of how sustainability should be communicated towards consumers. We are not trying to
generalize the findings from our observations or from our conducted experts’ interviews either.
We mean that the experts’ knowledge and experience should be perceived as credible on the base of
why they were chosen. However, you can criticize that the sustainability experts do not have
specialized knowledge from researching this industry or practical experience from the footwear
industry but a deeper knowledge about the textile and apparel industry. We do however see it more
as a limitation rather than a critic since their knowledge about the concept studied can be applied to
other industries as well.
A known critic is the lack of transparency since it is many times unclear how people were chosen for
interview or observation in qualitative research (ibid) but we believe that have argued well for our
choices and there for we mean that the lack of transparency is removed.
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4. Results
In this chapter, the results from our three parts of our study will be presented. We will first
present the finding from our key experts’ interviews which were a foundation for this research
which led us to the next two parts of our study. Secondly we will present the findings from our
observations of footwear retail stores and thirdly we will present the results from our consumer
interviews.

4.1 Part 1: Results from Experts interviews
We will now present the result from our three interviews from experts within the field of
sustainability.

4.1.1 Sustainability
Carbonaro explains that sustainability is not an option anymore; it is a “must”. She means that
if sustainability is just the maintenance of the actual system, then sustainability will not be the
solution and she says that she agrees with the many scholars, opinionists and thinkers that
understand that sustainability is not enough unless we don’t understand the goal and the scope
of sustainability at the very end. Eriksson agrees and says that he was asked a while ago if he
believe in progress and revolution and says that progress might not be enough and that he
sometimes feels that we need a revolution in how we live in order to make the changes that are
necessary.
Carbonaro explains that environmental scientists have given us evidence of the problems long
time ago. In the last decades also the media have been informing and alerting the many people
about our ecological and social emergence. The media gave a great contribution in spreading
the message of such an “uncomfortable truth” at a mainstream level. The ecological discourse
as well as the revision of our turbo-liberalist economic model, which started in 1970s (i.e. Club
of Rome, the first ecologist movements), which was engaging the minority of people, has been
brought to the attention and awareness of the masses nowadays. Carbonaro says that the many
scandals that happened in the fashion industry motivated the media world in finally putting
light such problems into scrutiny. She explains that also world celebrities and opinion leaders
finally took the problem seriously and became ambassadors of the actual socio-economic and
environmental emergencies. She argues that we can finally talk about mainstream awareness
about those issues. Carbonaro explain that information of the toxicity of the clothes of what we
put on to our skin is becoming more and more a relevant topic since many popular magazines
gave us information concerning the danger of what we wear. This information is one of the
reasons why especially children’s wear, underwear and eco garments offer is more available
today.
Carbonaro explains that NGO’s had and have a huge influence in revealing the truth about what
is going on in the fashion industry and that many companies today are being more transparent
and cooperative toward NGO’s than in the past. They are opening up their “files” for them and
answering their questions. However, Carbonaro explains that in the footwear industry, toxicity,
the unfair labor conditions, lack of animals’ wellbeing, etc. are going to be the next bomb in the
consumer goods’ market. The many people still don’t know so much about that kind of
problems. But it is only a question of time. She says that the same growth in the request of more
information about our clothing that happened in the last decades will also rise on regard of our
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footwear. She says that the same amount of NGO campaigns that are ongoing around fashion
unsustainability, will put footwear under scrutiny. Consumers will soon understand on what
kind of “bombs” they are walking every day. And that will become very troublesome for the
footwear industry, unless it doesn’t anticipate that moment, interpret the consumer need for
good, clean and fair products, and therefore revise their business models.
“I think that anytime a scandal will happen and finally NGOs will realize that
footwear represent today one of the main problem in terms of unsustainability.
Footwear industry can indeed be even more harmful than the textile” (Carbonaro).
However, Carbonaro says that many brands were created in the last 10-20 years that have
worked hard in mitigating the harmfulness of their footwear offer and that shows progress and
gives hope for change. Eriksson says that in Dhaka, Bangladesh with large leather industry is
one of the most polluted places on the Earth and he mean that a lot that can be done in the shoe
industry to make it more sustainable, he says that companies can use different types of enzymes
and push for different colors, for example use brown not the darkest black which is very
unsustainable. He explains that there are also a lot of technical things you can do and says that
many tanneries don't have any cleaning system; they just put waste water in the rivers, just
outside the factories. He says that the places, in which this is happening is some of the poorest
places you can find in the Earth and that people are walking in the water, wash their clothes in
this water and get rashes and other health problems from this.
“So I think that a lot could be done, if you look at the leather industry in Sweden,
where we are tanning leather, and then you look at the car industry. I think that
Ferrari is using their leather from cows from a certain country, where they don't
have any barb wire, because they don't have any marks. I would assume that their
tanning process is much better that the one you will see in Bangladesh”
(Eriksson).

4.1.2 Consumer Awareness
Carbonaro says that many consumers buy in a much more considered and conscious way and
with care because of the better understanding of the problem. People are going shopping with
their amigdal today, because of the many scandals that already happened in the food and textile
sectors, activated that kind of safety alarm disposal that makes them very suspicious about the
hidden dangers of what they use and consume. Further, she says that today a growing number
of consumers really want to buy something that is first safe for themselves, their children, their
beloved, etc. And they can now connecting the dots between that need and the needs of a
cleaner planet and a safer and much fairer world.
Larsson says that of course it would be great if people could be aware of what actions that they
take all the time, and how their decisions affect the environment, however, he believes that
education is one of the keys in helping people to make logical, well informed decisions, but that
you can’t expect people to want to learn. He says that people are acting within the bound of
rationality and people cannot be rational all the time. He says that many consumers tries to
make the best decisions they can in every situation but the decisions people take depends much
on how much money they have, how they feel, their mood, that they have read in the newspaper
this morning etc, it depends on a lot of things.
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“You need to help customers change their behavior in easy way and to make it
more convenient for the consumers to act sustainable. I don't think that the human
beings are sustainable by nature” (Larsson).
Eriksson agrees and states that it is hard to educate and spread knowledge about sustainability
but that we have come to a stage when we don't have any choice anymore. He says that he only
see problems at this point but explains that there are things that needs to be done: for example
everyone needs to take responsibility and everyone needs to consider what we are purchasing
and why as well as to consider what kind of decisions we are taking in our professional life.

4.1.3 Some Solutions
Larsson means that the key to being more sustainable is to produce closer to the market and to
be more transparent. Carbonaro explains that today the difficulty for people to make the right
choices and decisions is still very high. We still don’t have enough transparency, enough
relevant and clear information about consumer goods. Carbonaro says that the huge dilemma is
when people would like to consume in a considered way but they don’t have the possibility to
do it in a responsible way. Larsson argues that another key to be more sustainable is to set up
local manufactory that responds fast to customer needs. He argues that perhaps what we doing
right now are that we building production systems that are more local, which also helps to make
production more transparent. He explains that by doing so we can reduce corruption, because it
will be more difficult to hide behind your agent or your supplier if you producing more locally
and you probably don't need to hide anything. So, basically what we do is building away
problems.
Eriksson further explains that transparency can be a solution to change attitude and behavior of
consumers and that transparency in the value chain is a good way to show the consumers what
they pay for. Eriksson says that perhaps different forces such as legislation for companies are
important in order for a business to switch to being more sustainable and that it is one of the
important factors for change as well as consumer advocate groups and NGO’s. He believes that
consumer pressure can influence change but says that companies themselves also are important
as well as companies that kind of set standards and becomes role models for others. However,
Eriksson says that problems can happen when you go to other countries, like Bangladesh where
companies share the production facilities and no one takes responsibility for that specific
production plant. Larsson explains many companies take responsibility for the first supplier but
sort of decouple themselves from the rest of the suppliers. He understands why and explains
that it is a lot of work to figure out what suppliers are doing. He says transparency not only
affects consumers, but also affects purchasers, because if the purchasers know what the
conditions are in the factory, they also be affected and better understand the decisions since it is
hard to deny the suffering of the workers and animals.
“Well, if you look at meat industry in Sweden and you go to any local store and
pick up any package of meat and you can see where it’s produced. This
information can be traced all the way back to farmer, where it was slotted. In the
meat industry you have full transparency” (Eriksson).
Eriksson explains that companies that want to be sustainable they usually go for a business
strategy aiming for a high end market because it can be costly. He means that if you compete on
a market with the lowest price you tend to create a business strategy in which everyone is
chasing costs, and when you start to share costs, and then you tend to neglect sustainability.
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Eriksson further explains that we know that the push for lower price is bad for sustainability
and that perhaps companies need a strategy in which you can afford to include sustainability,
because it is little bit more costly. Eriksson explains that he does not know if we are at the point
yet in which companies can go sustainable as a competitive advantage in order to make profit
but says that if you talk about contribution margins to afford sustainable activities it can still be
covered in your cost model.
Eriksson explains that many Sustainability managers in the apparel industry are the most
dedicated people he ever met in these questions and says that some people have true dedication
but some people of course just tries to market sustainability and using it as a brand value. He
further explains that the brand value and the true intent sometimes are going hand in hand and
that it is not like companies are trying to fool customers in order to creating an image but truly
believes that companies most of the time want to have a good products. Eriksson says that it is a
challenge to change consumers’ behavior and make sustainable choices and explains that it is
also important if you buy something that is good, that others should see it on the product.
“..the tough part is to know how to communicate sustainability to customers unless
you have a brand value, where you can communicate sustainability in the
brand…” (Eriksson).

4.1.4 Communicating Sustainability
Larsson says that communication is a part of the process to understand our environmentally
problems but it’s not necessary that everyone will understand, as soon as decision makers will
understand but he says that if the consumers want the information is should be super accessible.
He says that consumers don't want to be bothered and it is an overload of information for
people. He means that it is nice to help people to find information they want and when they
want it and not to shove it down their throat which is what is happening. Eriksson believes that
it important for consumers to show their choice to others, that it is sustainable shoe when they
put it on and they walk on the street.
“You should not compare bad shoes with good shoes, giving to it more value.
That’s one of the hard things and challenges with sustainability, when you go to a
shoe store, you could never see what shoes are sustainable. But if you buy a
banana, you can see which one is green, and which one is ripe. But comparing to
brands, if you go to store and see Patagonia shirt, and then you see like a Peak
Performance shirt, both are expensive, but you know that you can buy sustainable
with Patagonia, because it is in imbedded in brand” (Eriksson).
Eriksson says that some kind of logo or sign could be a solution because you can’t see
sustainability on materials. He explains that you can’t touch material and feel that it is
sustainable. So you need to show it somewhere. Larsson agrees with David and says that
another thing would be to telling the story for customer decisions, by a sign or logo that
actually shows that you actually made a good choice but he has not seen any suggestions like
that among companies and he mean that designers probably should communicate it in a
different way.
Larsson thinks that it should be easy get the hold of information and to get transparency, that it
should be one click away. He believes it should be some basic information and labels. He
explains that there are many ideas about how to form such a label, but it should be made very
convenient. So people can easily understand it even if you 12 years old. He says that
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transparency is very easy since companies tell their story “this is our factory, our materials, and
that is how we do it”. Larsson explain that the Circle app, you can call it digital infrastructure
for collecting garments is a good thing that can help people to be more sustainable. He says that
if the consumer have bag of garments that they want to get rid of, you go to Myrorna and they
have QR code, which you scan then you get a discount coupon that you can use at any of the
cooperative brands just for giving back your old garments. This is the way helping the people to
act sustainable.

4.1.5 A Labeling System
Larsson explains that a consumer facing labeling system is rather tricky and he says that he
don’t think a labeling system will change the attitude and the behavior of the consumers since
they are not acting logically when they are in the store, they are on a primal mode when they
buy things. But, he explains that Sustainable Apparel Coalition now is looking into how the
Higg Score could be communicated. Larsson explain that a score like 66 or 68 may be very
irrelevant for customer. Since if two garments are different in 2 points, what does that mean for
the consumer: that one is better and another is cheaper? Larsson says that one of the problems is
that it is very difficult for consumers to relate to it. He further explains that it is easier to relate
to an average score. Larsson says that if the average score is 50, and if some garment has 60,
then you will disclose the score of the industry and then the industry will not the system. And
you as a customer should understand and to be ready to relate what percentage is this. Larsson
says that his thoughts on communicating sustainability are the idea of three levels. The first
level is just to communicate the Higg Index, for example 74 out of 100, or the way how it looks
for your company. The second level is full transparency, so you can go for that label, using
your phone or something go to company’s web page, and have access to everything if they want
to in order to make more informed decisions. And then the third level is communicating for
changed consumer behavior. That is helping customers to wash garments in correct way, where
they should drop them off if they want to recycle them and such things.

4.2 Part 2: Results from Observation of Footwear Stores
Based on the fact that sustainability is growing in importance and that sustainability within the
shoe industry is limited, this second part we present the results from our observational research
of the Swedish footwear retail stores.
As presented in chapter three, products were chosen since the number of available products
within the store affects the degree of sustainable choices customers have and the general
awareness of sustainability. Since the more sustainable products you have in a store, the better
selection you have and the better choice you can make. In the store Din Sko, there were no
sustainable shoes or any type of eco shoes found in its assortment. When we looked at
communication through additional tools that enhances the aspect of sustainability we did not
see any visible information that mentioned sustainability in the retail store either. As mentioned
in chapter three we analyze the hangtags with certifications and other sustainable information
communicated to consumers, posters that communicate sustainability with sustainable
information or pictures, sustainability communication on products where it was placed and how
sustainability was communicated. Since we did not see any products, we did not see any
sustainability communication on the products, on hang tags, posters or any other
communication that mentioned sustainability, social or environmental aspects. When we asked
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the store personnel, just to verify what we had observed, she said that they did not have any
sustainable products in their store.
In the Multi Brand Shoes store one pair of eco-shoes was noticed, and only with the help of
personnel since it was the last pair leftover from the previous season. This pair of shoes was
from the brand El Naturalista, however the shoe had no sustainability communication so it
would be impossible for the consumers to know this if you are not aware of the brand. No
content of sustainable communications was found since we did not see any sustainability
communication on the product, on the hang tag, on posters or any other communication that
mentioned sustainability, social or environmental aspects.
Nilson shoes were the smallest observed store in central Varberg. The only brand that was
observed that connects to sustainability was the brand Toms. The only visible communication
beside from the products itself was a small poster that was placed on the shelf where the shoes
was positioned. This brand is actively communicating message “One for One”, that states that
company is giving away shoes to children in need, every time a customer purchase a pair and
this was visible to customers on posters as well as in the shoes. That message was absolutely
positive towards the brand perception, having strong social context. However no
environmental aspects were communicated in connection to this brand or any other brand for
that reason. The store personnel had no knowledge about sustainability or if they even had
shoes that were sustainable.
In our observation in the store Anderbergs Skor we found the brand Toms, which was very
visible to customers. They communicated “One for One” that states that company is giving
away shoes to children in need through poster, on a shoe box used for visual merchandising, in
a brochure about the brand and the work related to sustainability and also communication of
“one for one” in the shoes as well. After talking to the sales assistant two other brands were
shown: 1) Jana, leather shoes, with a hang tags that stated that the product was from vegetable
tanned leather. No other communication or information was found related to this brand. 2)
Kavat, the Swedish children footwear label, was promoting one of the models that had a
hangtag with the EU Eco label. No other information was found expect from the information on
the two brand labels.
The store Scorett was the last store, observed by us. Among the environmentally friendly
products that were monitored: 1) the brand DASIA, exclusively retailed in Scorett. Among
several models, one of the models was hang tagged as vegetable tanned. No further information
or posters were monitored, communicating sustainability or promoting that model. 2) Sweeks,
is a Swedish brand that have a small line of 100 percent vegan shoes. That line is manufactured
from Fairtrade-certificated cotton and sole made of FSC-certificated natural rubber. The shelf
with these shoes also communicated with a poster “Fair deal” and decorated with a back of
organic cotton. The shoes had the FSC certification on the hang tag, in the shoe and under the
shoe as well as the Fair Trade certification on the hang tag and in the shoe as well. 3) Läder by
Nature is also a Swedish brand that is sold in this retail store. Previous conducted company’s
website research for the thesis, states that this brand is using only vegetable tanning for their
shoes. But no information was communicated in the store, no hang tags, logos, or any other
sources of additional information. The only communication, which could be connected to
sustainability by customers, is the use of a wooden piece that present the brand name. 4) Vans,
well known shoe brand was presented with several models. Only one model called Comina had
a hang tag stating that shoes are 100 percent recyclable. The Comina brand communicated that
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it was made from Eco Footbed and a waste-free rubber outsole on the hang tag. That
communicated message was clear and easy noticed. We did not talk to the store personnel in
this case because the communication was very visible to us.

4.3 Part 3: Results from Consumer Interviews
In the following part we will present the results from our eight consumer interviews.

4.3.1 Consumer purchasing behavior
When we asked the consumers about their current purchasing behavior the respondents
answered differed. Six out of eight respondents purchased between five to ten pairs of shoes
every year, only respondent 3 said that she purchased less than five and respondent 7 over ten
pairs of shoes each year. Seven out of eight consumers said that they for the most part planned
their purchases, only respondent 2 mentioned that she mostly had unplanned purchases. Only
one, respondent 3 mentioned that she only had planned purchases and that her mood is not
driving her consumption. The factors that the consumers valued most also differed, however,
the consumers all mentioned the importance of design and aesthetics of the shoes they are
purchasing. Only respondent 8 mentioned quality as the most important factor and then the
design as additional important factor. Six out of eight consumers mentioned price as an
important factor, only respondent 3 and respondent 8 did not mentioned price as the most
important factor when purchasing shoes. Respondent 5 even said that she would not pay a lot
just because the shoe look good and that she would not pay more just because it is a brand.
Other important factors mentioned by several consumers were comfort and the fit of the shoes.
Respondent 3 also mentioned function as the most important factor when she specifically
purchased sport shoes.

4.3.2 Consumer awareness about the concept of sustainability and
knowledge about environmental and social impact of the industry
When we asked consumers if they had been reached with information about sustainability from
the footwear industry it clearly showed that it is close to nonexistent. Not anyone of our
respondents said that they had been reach with any information from the shoe industry. One
interesting comment was respondent 3 who mentioned “No, I don't think so. I think I heard
about eco cotton in fashion industry, but it has not grown as big as I thought.” and another one
from respondent 4 who said that “No, I have not, unfortunately. Only in the food and apparel
industry and all that information is more as commercials, or green marketing”. Respondent 5
mentioned “No, not what I can remember. But then I don’t know if I have but not noticed it”
and respondent 6 said “I would say that the visibility of sustainable shoes is non-existing
today.” Respondent 7 said “No, I could not say that it is something that I have thought about at
all and I don’t think I’ve heard or seen anything. I could not say that I know anything how
things work in the shoe industry.”
When we asked consumers about their awareness of the concept of sustainability they did show
an understanding of the concept and all eight consumers mentioned caring for the environment,
however the consumer awareness of the concept in relation to the shoe industry was low. When
asked the consumers about their knowledge about the environmental and social impact of the
industry the consumers showed a general understanding about the impacts and what they as
consumers can do in order to reduce it, but they had little knowledge specific for the shoe
industry. Many of the consumers asked also mentioned recycling as a sustainable action.
Respondent 3 answered that she is not into the shoe industry, but that she thinks that she knows
quite much about sustainability and our environment. She says she will understand it, if it will
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be communicated. She says that she is working as an environmental engineer, so this topic is
close to her. She said that she knew some about the chemical aspects, coloring of shoes and that
she would assume that social environment is not that good in production, same as in the apparel
industry. She mentioned that she heard a lot about India, Bangladesh, and what happens there
but that she had not heard anything about recycling of shoes, but that she always return her
clothes and shoes to recycling stations. Respondent 6 said that she have a general idea about
sustainability but not specific for the shoe industry and that she knows that she should be
conscious about the environment in the society, but that she have very little consciousness
about sustainability in the textile and footwear industry. She mentioned that she knew what the
media has showed in the TV about the textile industry, child labor, and inhuman conditions in
the production facilities and therefore a lot that she knows has to do with labor conditions. She
says that she don’t think at all about what she does with her products after they are no longer
wanted and even if she had some kind of environmental concern, she do not think about what
she do with the any of the things that she wear such as her clothes and shoes. She says that her
environmental concerns have more to do with products from her household and she thinks it is
because the information has been larger about recycling household goods, than clothes and
shoes and therefore her concerns do not exist when it comes to the shoe industry. She says that
she believe that the sustainable concerns has been more in media in other contexts than textile
and fashion and that is why she is more aware about it. She says that she gives away old clothes
to people in need, but that she doesn’t recycle. She says however that she do not give away
shoes because she normally use them so much that they are not in the conditions for giving
them away. So they are thrown away, in the trash bin which is then burned. She explains that
she believe that she could recycle more if she had more information about it since she is
affected by the media and the society.
“Even if recycling of clothes are being more talked about now, the shoe industry is
still not under discussion.. so the more information you get, the more aware and
interested you get which leads to my wish to do something about it” (Respondent
6).
Respondent 5 said that she knows nothing at all and that she has not thought that much about it,
but more when it comes to clothes than shoes because she have seen it more in the media, that
the production isn’t clean. But when it comes to the shoe industry, she has not reflected about it
at all. She said that she don’t know anything but that she could imagine how it s when it comes
to processes of rubber, leather etc. But she said that she honestly has not thought about it and
that she thinks it has to do with the fact that it has not been noted or discussed in the media. She
explains that when she no longer want her shoes she previously have just thrown them away in
the trash, because she see shoes as material to be burned but mentioned that she have not
reflected about if it is good or bad.
Respondent 1 said that she knows about it since she has studied it at school. But she says that
they usually speak about textiles and that she did not hear that you can apply it for shoes. She
also mentioned that she knew that the shoe industry brings a lot of pollution to the environment,
from production and factories and that it also affects the ecosystem. She says that she gives her
shoes to recycling stations, so they can go to different people in need after she has used her
shoes. She says she does not know what other recycling methods you can use. Respondent 8
stated that she knows that it is about caring for the environment and that she likes that.
Respondent 7 said that she knows it is about the environment. For example that you can return
clothes and that you can give new life to old things you don’t use anymore and of course the
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importance of recycling. She explains that she knows that there are a lot of companies that have
started to work with this now, that you see a lot on TV that many fashion companies have the
concept of sustainability in their advertising. She also explains that now you are starting to see
products that have been used from recycled materials example from PET-bottles. She says that
there is so much more that you know now because it is much more visible now than just five
years ago, because back then she says, you did not even know that it was possible to do it. She
also explained that she thinks that people are not aware of sustainability in the shoe industry
because they don’t see it and they don’t know what it is about. She believe that people are more
aware of these factors when it comes to the textile industry today, but that is been a process too
since it has taken some few years for people to be aware of it. She says that the textile industry
has come far because of marketing and because of the fact that they have made it more visible.
She explains that you see it in the stores, that they create messages about sustainability and
make it visible when they are selling the products. She explains that of course people will be
more interested if it is the first thing they see when they are entering the store. She said that she
doesn’t know anything about the environmental and social impacts of the shoe industry but that
she does know some things about the textile industry. She mentioned that she know that there
are lots of chemicals in the process and the coloring is not good. She says that she is very
positive to the fact of using old textiles and giving it new life. But then she doesn’t know how
that process works, with re-coloring for example and the chemicals that are used etc. She also
says that second hand has grown a lot; a lot of people sell their old clothes instead of giving
them away even if she does that as well. She explains that she is more aware that there is a want
to buy old clothes in second hand stores on the local market.
“The first time you see it you might not reflect so much about it, but the more you
see it and hear about it, the more the message about sustainability will stick to
you. So time is one important factor, the message is another and visibility a third
factor. In combination, you will get the message across.” (Respondent 7)
Respondent 2 responded that she did not know what it was and that she did not know much
about it. In her mind, the better quality of shoes, the more sustainable they are and she explains
it as if you take care of your shoes, then they will have a longer life which in her mind is
sustainable. She also explained that she did not know about the environmental or social impact
of shoes but about the end of life-cycle. She said that if her shoes look good, normally she bring
them to recycling stations and that she have some friends from Africa, that she send her shoes
to. Respondent 4 did not either know what sustainability was and said that in her understanding
she want shoes to last longer and if the shoes are more expensive that for her it means that they
are more sustainable. She said that she does not know much about the social and environmental
impacts of the shoe industry it, but if she knew that shoes are produced in bad way, or with
children working there, then she would not buy it. But she says that it is not that kind of
information that she is searching for herself. She says that if she sees this information in her
Facebook news, then she can know it. She is also trying to bring old clothes and shoes to
recycling container. She says that is the part she is doing for the nature.
Respondent 8 says that when it comes to shoes, she have no idea. She mentioned that she has
heard a lot about chemicals and coloring but not about shoe and that she thinks that the
information that has reached her from Kalla Fakta, when there has been a bit of a debate about
it. She says that it is then you get the information, since the brands themselves don’t openly talk
about it because the companies don’t tell the consumers that their workers are working under
horrible conditions and have a lousy salary doing it. She mentioned that she read somewhere
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that the average age of a production worker in the textile production of a certain country was
the age of 29, which she think is horrible. She says that she believes that it is good that things
like this is being discussed because she says that when you are in the store and affected by all
kinds of information and advertising, you somewhat forget about it. But when you see the
reality and see pictures of what is truly going on, and then she think about how awful it is that
someone needs to work in such conditions just because she want to buy cheap jeans. She also
says that she think it raising awareness is great because the nature is also affected by these
processes. She says that she thinks that it is great that this kind of information reach
consumers. She mention that some time ago there was a hysteria about the angora and that she
at that time worked for a brand that used angora in their products which led to them taking back
a lot of products from stores which decided not to sell it. She mentioned that they needed to
take back clothes for storage, which ended up just hanging there and this resulted in a huge loss
of money. But her personal opinion is that it is good because she think these issues should be
discussed even more since a lot of consumers don’t reflect upon it.

4.3.3 Knowledge about the shoe impact on consumer
We asked the consumers if they had any knowledge about the impact on the wearer of shoes the
respondents’ answers varied. The consumers asked showed a low to moderate knowledge about
if shoes can affect the wearer. In general they did not have that much knowledge about it, had
not reflected that much about it and did not show a high concern about the issue.
Respondent 1 commented the she knows that the coloring process of shoes have a lot of toxic
chemicals and those chemicals can be somehow activated and make harm to people and the
environment. She however explained the she have shoes that she don't use so often and that she
don't think they can be harmful and affect her personally. Respondent 2 answered that she have
many shoes and she don't think that they can affect her and that she will not buy them if she
don't feel comfortable with them. Respondent 3 said that she is not concerned about that
because she thinks that it takes a lot for chemicals to penetrate the skin and for shoes you also
wear socks so the material is not that close to the skin. She also added that maybe you can get
allergic, but that she has not deep knowledge about it. Respondent 4 said that she thinks it is
important how producers treat the leather for shoes, especially for summer shoes that you wear
barefoot. She also comments that she knows that the chemicals can affect your skin but that the
important question is how you feel in the shoe. Respondent 6 said that she don’t reflect over it
because she don’t know anything about it. Respondent 7 answered that she has not thought
about it when it comes to shoes and textiles. She commented that she only thinks about it when
it comes to food and that she thinks it has to do with the fact that there is more information
about it, and that people talk about. She says that the shoe industry is something completely
new for her. She also added that she believes that it is the trends that have brought up a lot of
the information in the food industry, that you should buy ecological food and why you should.
But she says that she definitely sees the problem and thinks it is important that you get
information about it since it is not the first thing you think about. Respondent 8 explain that she
have not reflected about it and she says that it kind of sad because she wished she would have
thought more about how her children are affected and how their children will be affected in the
future because of all this. She mention that when you hear about it then you think more about it
and that she mostly think about the workers and the animals not if she as a consumer get
affected. Respondent 5 says that she thinks that a lot of allergies can come from coloring and
when it comes to ergonomics, shoes are very important. She says that for example walking in
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shoes all day at work, then you need good shoes. But she says that she honestly have not
thought about it more than that.

4.3.4 Consumer Attitudes
When we asked consumers about their past purchasing behavior of sustainable products we saw
that several respondents have purchased sustainable products from other industries and show a
positive attitude towards it.
Respondent 7 said that she has purchased sustainable fashion a dress made from recycled
polyester from PET bottles and also a pair of athletic pants, but it was not something that she
reflected on when she bought it, because she bought it because I liked it. So she saw it first after
her purchase, that it was sustainable. She says that she thinks it is very positive that companies
are starting to think more about sustainability and she says that she think about the environment
when she think about sustainability, that nothing goes to waste and that you can recycle and
reuse waste to something new. She said:
“I reflected upon it first when I saw the label inside the garment. I think it is
positive, that you can recycle and produce new things with waste” (Respondent 7).
Respondent 5 said that the thinks it is really important to realize what we actually do to our
planet and what we leave for others. Therefore she thinks that it is important also to talk about
the shoe industry. She says that she has bought sustainable clothes for her son, with ecological
processes with cleaner coloring etc. Respondent 3 explained that she thinks that sustainable
shoes are a very good idea because of the environment and social factors, not to show off. She
says that the real value is the most important value for her. Respondent 6 said that she definitely
think that everyone should think about sustainability, but that she however do not have the
knowledge to implement it as it is right now. She say however, that the value of buying
sustainable products is to do something good for the environment and if she knew her choices
would affect her body in a better way, then that would also be an added value. She says that she
knows that there are so many products that affect your life in some way and that she thinks it
would motivate her to being more proactive. Respondent 1 said that she had not thought about
sustainable shoes yet, but that she for the most part thinks it is. She commented that she thought
that you always can find sustainable shoes if you want to but that she actually don't think that
sustainable shoes look nice and for her it is very important how the shoe looks like. She also
mentioned that if the price is equal, then she will chose sustainable ones, if not, then she will
choose the ones that are cheaper. Respondent 2 said she is positive to it if it is good quality eco
shoes. Respondent 4 said that she thinks it is really good is the shoes are made maximum good
towards nature. She also commented that if the shoes last longer so that we buy less, that’s
really good because she believes that we consumes much more than we actually need.
Respondent 8 said that she have bought ecological organic cotton products and went straight to
them and not even thinking of buying something else in the past. She says that she would
definitely buy sustainable shoes if she would see it, because she mentioned that she have not
seen it anywhere in the same way as in the apparel industry and for her those labels mean
quality.

4.3.5 Information
When we asked consumers about which kind of information they are interested to get from the
footwear companies in order to make a more conscious purchasing decision when they buy
shoes in the future you could see that the consumers asked wanted information about how and
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where to recycle in a proper way, the two consumers that did not care about this said that they
already did it. Other information that was mentioned was information about materials,
substances, production country etc, however the problem of really understanding what is
happening in the production countries far away from Sweden was mentioned as troublesome by
a few consumers. Media was also mentioned as important in the process of spreading
information.
Respondent 1 says that she knows about the concept of greenwashing and that she doesn’t like
it because it makes her not trust some ads. She explains that she is interested in information
about country of production, and that she don't care so much about the special recycling since
she already is bringing her old shoes to recycling stations. Respondent 2 says that she is mostly
interested about the quality of shoes and how to take care of them, so they will last longer. She
does however also mention that she care about production and labor conditions but that she
thinks that companies will hide all the information. She says that she would never buy a shoes
if she knows that something bad has or is happening in production in which people or animals
is misbehaved. She says that she would like to have proper information of how to recycle her
shoes. If she had that kind of information, then she would absolutely do that and she already
tries to give away her shoes when she is not going to wear them.
Respondent 3 said that she believes it to be very difficult for ordinary consumer to understand
something from the country of origin and social circumstances and therefore she mention that
she think it would be good to have one label, in order to inform about good products. She also
mentioned that it would be great to have guidelines so that the consumer would know best way
to handle and dispose shoes. She says that she is already doing her best with recycling things.
She says that the recycling station is 300 m from her apartments. Respondent 4 explain that
shoe would like to know how and where she shoes are produced, what kind of material and how
it is being treated. She also mentions that she is interested in information on how to recycle
shoes in the right way. She says that consumers need a little bit information about everything.
Respondent 6 says that she would like to know how the different materials and substances in
shoes are used in the production process and how it could affect her as an individual. She
mentions that she would like it to be a debate about the shoe industry because she believes that
it is first then you can create a will to change. She explains that issues concerning sustainability
needs to be discussed and informed both from the media and the shoe companies themselves
which address how they are working with it for the future so you can see their progress and
development. She means that both the media and the companies have a responsibility for this
change to happen. She explains that production country and knowledge about labor conditions
is important for her, but that is not something that I feel that strong need for information about
since it is not something that she reflects on when she is buying today. For her information
about how to and where to recycle is more important since this is something that she see is
lacking today. She says that she is a very critical consumer. She also mentions:
“I trust the companies’ information first when there is a debate in the media and
when companies are being audited and you get information from other parties
than themselves. That’s why I think that the media is so important” (Respondent
5).
Respondent 7 says that she believes that the store personnel should be better informed so that
you can get the information you need when you are in the store and trying shoes. She explain
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that information about that the shoes being environmentally friendly, made from recycled
material, produced in X country is good to inform consumers about so the consumer get a
positive view of both the shoe and the company. She says that she thinks that the media has an
important role to spread the word about substances and how the consumers can be affected by
the products you buy from the shoe industry. She says that the thinks that companies can use
posters in the store to show consumers about the products so they don’t have to look in the
whole store in order to find the products. She also mentions that she think that companies need
something in the stores that show how sustainability has been incorporated. She thinks that
companies need to create messages that people will connect to, that they will see. However, she
further explain that she don’t want to have too much information. She wants information about
materials and substances but when it comes to labor conditions and child labor she have heard a
lot about in the textile industry. She mentions that she think it is hard for consumers in Sweden,
far away from the production countries to understand what is going on over there and she says
that she don’t think the consumers reflect over it even though it is troublesome. She says that
she don’t care that much about information on how to recycle etc since she do it already and
also sell a lot of her things. She mentioned that she thinks that the shoe industry should look at
what is happening in the clothing industry now. She thinks that they should start taking back
old shoes just like companies take back clothes in their stores and consumers should get some
kind of discount or offer on your purchase when returning old shoes. She says that getting some
kind of offer on your next purchase will motivate more people to do it. She says that the shoes
might be send somewhere, given away to something good and then she feel that she have
contributed to doing something good. She mention that information about where the shoes end
up, shipped away or recycled is not important for her, it is more about the good thing you do.
Respondent 8 says that companies should use the concept of sustainability as a marketing tool,
to be better and to show it. She explains that she think it is sad that you don’t know more and
that she believe it is horrible to see how people in the society just buying more and more things
and then just throw things away. She says that if she would get information about how and
where to recycle she would definitely be better in doing it, because today she just put her old
shoes the trash. She mentions:
“I think that it would be good if the companies would take back old shoes. I don’t
think it is important to know where they end up, as long as they go to something
good. It is much better than me just putting it in the trash bin to be burned. And
buying second hand is another great thing” (Respondent 8).
Respondent 5 says that she would like to know more about the production, how and where the
product is produced and what a shoe contains such as rubber, colors and chemicals. She says
that she is looking for information then and there, when she is in the store making the choice.
She also would like information about what to do with her old shoes in the store. She says that
she have never ever been reached with information of what to do with my shoes when she don’t
want them anymore. She mention that she really think, that if she would get information about
it, she would reflect about it next time she is in the situation of throwing her old shoes away.
She says that for her, shoes are something to burn. She mentions:
“For example, when I am in the grocery store buying coffee, I’m reading about all
the different choices if it is fair trade, ecological and where they are from. I don’t
like to be overwhelmed with information through e-mail, TV, newspaper etc.
Because then I don’t reflect about it” (Respondent 5).
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4.3.6 Characteristics of the sustainability message
We asked the consumers about what characteristics a sustainability message should have the
consumers asked highlighted factors such as reliability and trust, the message being clear,
simple and not too complicated or too deep. Transparency was also mentioned as important for
many consumers.
Respondent 5 said that she would like message to be trustworthy and transparent. She also
mentioned that the message should be simple, so everyone can understand it but not too deep,
she also mentioned that the consumers should be able to choose what information they want.
She mentioned that the more you open up, the more you cannot hide things. And the better and
cleaner the processes will get. She however mentions that it is hart knowing what the
companies say is really true. But she mean that if companies can show their production facility
and the way they do things is good and she says that it is really just about trusting the company
word and hope that it is true. She however explains that the information should not be to
complex. Respondent 7 mentioned that she wants the message to be enjoyable and touch
consumers’ feelings, have some kind connection with the consumer. She also highlight that
transparency is important, that the companies should be more open. She also however says that
sometimes she doesn’t think that consumers want to know everything. Respondent 4 also
mention that the communication should be reliable and transparent and she mention that she
want information coming from independent expert, because they have no reason to lie.
Respondent 8 replied that she don’t think that consumers need to know everything. But that she
thinks it is important to be able to follow most. She said that if you are a part of a certification,
then consumers should be able to follow everything that is going on in the value chain in order
to be able to certify the company. She mentioned that she think a lot of companies do things
internally since they have a lot of rules and laws to follow and therefore she says that a lot of
information does not need to be communicated to the general public. She does however believe
that someone, like a third party definitely should be able to control the companies and their
processes. So instead of giving away all information, a certification is better so the message is
simple and easy to understand. She also highlight the importance of opening up and being more
transparent and giving information about materials and production country and by doing that
she thinks that companies can avoid greenwashing. She says that she believes that consumers
would trust the companies if they would be more open but says that it could be hard to do when
it comes to shoes comparing to clothes in which you always have a tag with information.
“Companies should communicate better and use labeling and certification as a
tool in their marketing too since it will also affect other companies to strive for it..
And in the end, consumers will demand it too, if they know what they stand for”
(Respondent 8).
Respondent 3 said that reliability and trust is important for her and Respondent 2 said that the
message should be clear and simple. Respondent 1 explained that trust is most important for
her. Respondent 6 replied that the message should be trustworthy, simple so everyone
understands it, that’s why the information should not be too complicated and too deep. She
added that she believes that transparency is important and that she thinks that companies should
be open about everything but that consumers should be able to choose what information they
want.
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4.3.7 Labeling and Certification
When we asked respondents to share their thoughts about labeling and certifications in order to
communicate unique sustainable shoe features to consumers, certifications was mentioned as a
good communication tool, as something positive and trustworthy by most consumers. When it
came to a labeling system, the consumers had different views on what kind of system that was
best in order to communicate sustainability; however they were all positive towards a simple
labeling system that everyone understands.
Respondent 1 answered that she met a lot of labels, mostly in food industry. She also does not
put a lot attention towards them. She said that there must be a lot you should know. When it
comes to a labeling system, she said that in her point of view, a system of logos in three colors
red-yellow-green can be good and simple solution to communicate sustainability to consumers.
Respondent 2 said that she have heard about Eco label, Organic Cotton. But she don't really
know about them that much. She mentioned that she knows that the label shows something
good, but that she did not know what exactly. She also mentioned that as soon she is a student,
she is not ready to pay for expensive labels. She prefers to buy shoes for 300 SEK, instead
of buying for 1000 SEK with some sustainable label. Respondent 2 also mentioned that she
thinks it’s easier to have a colorful Red-Yellow-Green system since she said that you see colors
better but she was also positive towards a score system since it is wider for measure. She
explained that both score and color system are easy to remember and understand.
Respondent 3 said that she thinks labeling/certification is very good way to communicate, but it
will better to have one label for the same group of goods. She mentioned that she has heard
about Fair trade, FSC and Organic cotton, but that she trust Fair Trade more. She answered that
score with 100 points is great solution because it’s difficult to have many different labels so she
proposed to have one label or sign for one industry as a smart decision. Respondent 4 said that
she has never seen sustainable certifications or labels on shoes yet, but that she has heard about
FairTrade and Organic Cotton and that she trusts them. She says that she believes that labels are
good solution for the shoe industry, but that it will take time. She also suggests that at the
beginning it should be hidden in the shoe, not to spoil the design, but then later people going to
be proud to wear that label. She also suggested the score system is good idea, but the color
system is much easier.
Respondent 5 said that her knowledge about labels and certification is limited and that she
never met them in shoe industry. She mentioned that since companies must meet up to certain
requirement to get the certification and if they do meet them, then they at least do something
good and that is definitely a step in the right direction. She also underlined things can’t be fixed
during the night but that companies have to start somewhere and she thinks that certifications or
some kind of label is a good way to do it. She added that she don’t think that certifications is
without problems, but that they are definitely better than nothing. She mentioned that both a
labeling system and certifications are really good ideas, because consumers would be more
aware because it is a simple way to reach them with sustainability information. She said, that
she thinks it is important because if consumers don’t have the chance to know, then they don’t
have the possibility to change their routines neither. She mentioned:
“The easier you can inform and communicate with consumer, the better. Any label,
certification, sign or logo is better than nothing at all. Whatever system is better
than now” (Respondent 5).
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Respondent 6 stated that since the company she works for is using certifications such as ISO
into different aspects of the work she believes that third party certifications are trustworthy. She
added that it is important to not have too many labels and certifications, so rather to have few
one and have clear understanding what they stand for. She mentioned:
“When it comes to the food industry, I think it is way too many labels and
certifications and I can say that I don’t have a high trust in them, unfortunately”
(Respondent 6).
Respondent 6 also said that she thinks that a universal system is the best so that you can buy
products wherever in the world you are and that everyone has the same thoughts about these
issues. She said that the score system as a consumer facing labeling system is also good
solution. She suggests that it would be complicated to understand special features of shoes
with only one category, because it will be difficult to see and to find out much. She proposes
to have around 5 steps in order to easy understand how good product is. She mentioned that
the system should not be complicated but on a good level so everyone understands it and that
she really would like the possibility to dig deeper into areas, which she find interesting.
Respondent 7 believes that certifications are good to communicate sustainability. She
mentioned that sustainability should be communicated through some kind of logo that can be
recognizable and trustful and added that the more consumers see the logo, the more the thinks
she and other consumer will reflect upon the choices they make. She also think that the
production process of products over time will be better just as a result of this progress
happening. She highlighted, that the system of labeling should be simple in order to show that
it is a good product and gives an example of the Swedish ‘Svanenmärkt” that shows that the
product or service marked with it have achieved certain criteria which is easily associated to
the environment and sustainability. She also highlighted that the best way to inform consumer
about sustainability is to have small label or sticker about sustainability, on the sole of the
shoes. She mentioned that when she buys shoes, she usually looks at the size on the sole of
the shoe and that can be the perfect place to inform customers. She also mentioned they she
doesn’t care about showing others. She added:
Respondent 8 responded that she has a limited knowledge about sustainability labeling even
though she used to buy sustainable clothes that have some labeling /certification stated about
green, organic cotton. She said that a logo with the color green is good to use, because she
connect it to the environment. She believes that labeling/certification is good way of
communication sustainability and influence better choices of consumers and mentions that
some kind of ISO certification, which demands control over production, suppliers, to secure the
quality of products is good solution for the business. She added that certifications enhances the
brand by showing that they actually want to take responsibility for all people that lives on the
planet, and also show commitment to their workers, whether or not it is the first, second or third
supplier. She thinks that businesses nowadays should strive to get certifications, and show it
more in order to get a higher value. She continues that companies should communicate
certifications better, and use it as a tool in their marketing, since it will also affect other
companies to strive for it. She believes that and in the end, consumers will demand for
certifications among the products, if they know what they stand for. Also she asserts that the
system of labeling should be simple, as a scale with few points, showing that the company had
reached the requirements. She added that of course the consumers should be able to know,
which requirements that have been fulfilled by the certification because then you don’t need
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that deep information in the store or from the companies themselves. Respondent 8 also
highlighted that she think it could be a good idea to communicate sustainability through a logo
placed on the shoe where you see the size or on a label.

4.3.8 Communication Channels
We asked the respondents about what channels they preferred to easily access the message
about sustainability of footwear, the consumers’ highlighted different channels. Several of the
respondents highlighted the store as an important channel as well as internet for additional
information.
Respondents 1 answered, that outdoor/indoor posters are very important channels of
information in a shoe store because she always put a lot attention to it. Besides she said that
social networks like Instagram, Facebook are another channels for receiving information for
her. Respondent 2 said that the main sources of information for her are e-mail and social
networks like Facebook and Instagram, but underlined that for example for her parents, this
source is TV. She also stated that posters in the retail store play an important role because the
always walk in the store to look around, but she says that she have never meet any information
about sustainability in shoe stores. Respondent 3 replied that for her hangtags and perhaps
packaging are important sources of information about sustainability of footwear. Also she said
that she would not prefer some kind of label on shoes, because it will distort the design. She
mentioned that it’s good to have information somewhere else where you can find it easily by
yourself. Moreover Respondent 3 said that a good channel to get messages from her point of
view is online. But she says that she only can receive those messages being at work, because
she tries to skip computer and mobile after it.
Respondent 4 said that for her hangtag, packaging, posters are important source of information.
She added that Internet courses like: e-mail, Facebook are also playing major role. Respondent
5 replied they she would like to have easy, simple information on the shelf or on the tags on the
shoe and that she thinks it is a good way to give information. She mentioned that she always
read the information about how to take care of the shoes and if there was information there,
then she would read it. She says that she don’t like the additional information through brochure
or paper of some sort; but rather search for it on the Internet or through her mobile since it is
simple and always accessible. She also said that the education of the store personnel is
important, so they have information and know what they talking about. It should be knowledge
about sustainable options, which brands etc. She mentioned that the information should be close
to the product, and if she likes some shoe design, she also wanted to see right away, that the
product is a good and sustainable. From her point of view the logo or sign can be a good
solution for this communication. Respondent 5 also mentioned that the shoe company/store
should communicate sustainability through the brand, showing that they are doing good things,
and that will probably make consumer willing to go there from the very start. She also stated
that she not concerned about showing others that she made a sustainable choice. She believes
that everyone should act responsible, so it does not have to be visible for others to see.
Respondent 6 answered, that she thinks that self-scanning that we have in the food stores, can
be a good solution to get more information in the shoe store as well. She said that by scanning
you can see different options such as ‘production’ and there you find more information about
that, by scanning labor conditions then you access more information about that. She said that it
can give the possibility to the consumer to read a little bit more about the different aspects you
are interested to learn more about. But she emphasizes that this information should not be
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overloaded, but fast, simple and accessible for everyone, a kind of ‘one-click-away’ system.
She also said that some kind of color-codes on the products could be another simple and good a
way. She added that she do not think that brochures is a good solution for communicating
because she thinks that it is too complicated and since she don’t think customers take time to
read it. She mentioned a hangtag with a certification or sign in the shoe will be another good
information source. She admits that information on or inside the shoebox is not at all interesting
for her, since she throw it away. She said that information about sustainability of the shoes
should be receive at the store, but not after the purchase is done. She replied that it is too late, to
get the information in the box when she already bought the shoe. She mentioned that when she
comes home, then her interest is gone so it must happen when she is thinking of buying the
product. She believes that the store personnel must also be aware and have the knowledge about
sustainability, about production countries etc., it will probably be more and more important.
She added that the store personnel need some kind of internal environmental education in order
to answer the questions that consumers have if the information is lacking. She mentioned that it
is not just the external part of the shoe that is interesting but that she also would also like to
know thinks about the sole and its production and what substances it contains. Moreover,
respondent 6 also mentioned that information about how to recycle is also important to give in
the store and that for her it is not necessary to show others, that you made responsible choice.
Respondent 7 shared, that from her point of view, the best way to communicate sustainability
is in the store, using posters, hangtags, and also collecting all products on a podium or
communicate a concept, so helping customers to easily see it, and have access. But at the same
time she underlines that too much information in the store, will be too complicated for the
consumer. She said that she believes that stores should place the sustainable products
somewhat together. She also responded that she looks for simple information, but more
information should be accessible, if it necessary, for example, on the Internet. Additional
information, from her point of view, could be placed in the shoe advice that customers
normally get when they buy shoes. She mentioned that it’s important that the information is
short and concise. She believes that if business is into sustainability that should of course be
incorporated into the advice sheet, and give the consumers an extra reminder. She also added
that if she will buy sustainable shoes, she would be willing to pay not more then 10-15
percent, but if choosing between two different shoes that are very similar, then she will choose
sustainable ones, even if the price will be 100-200 SEK more and the quality maybe better.
Respondent 8 answered that the store is the perfect place for communication of sustainability
shoe features. She also thinks that the shoebox, hangtag and label are good channels for
communication special shoe features and mentioned that she honestly thinks that she would
read the note in the package if it was accessible in the box itself and mentioned that she does
not use Internet-based information channels. She said, that she thinks, that the store personnel
should have the knowledge to answer questions and should definitely know if a shoe is
sustainable. The believes that shoe brands have to incorporate sustainability as a value from
the foundation, in order to make people change their behavior, so people see the value of that
brand. She added that she know some brands in fashion that have done that, but that she
believe that it is white boring basic clothes. She highlight that she want it to be more than
basics.
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5. Analysis
In this chapter we analyze the results from our study made in three part presented in chapter four
with the theoretical foundation presented in chapter two.

5.1 Sustainability - Consumer Awareness
The sustainability expert Carbonaro highlights the importance of understanding the concept of
sustainability and that it is no longer an option but a “must”. As stated by Eriksson (2014) the
concept of sustainability is important for the present and future generation and has got much
attention since it was raised in the 1970s (Scoones, 2007). Our research showed that the awareness of
the concept of sustainability differed between the respondents asked in our study, which means that
the awareness of the concept have a long way to go before everyone knows what it is really about.
Several of the respondents put the concept of sustainability just in relation to the environment and
Carbonaro explains that scientists gave evidence of the environmental problems long time ago which
we mean could be the reason for our respondent connecting sustainability to the environment but as
stated by Eriksson (2014) sustainability is more than that. According to Gezelius and Widenstam
(2007) companies need to communicate how they take responsibility environmentally and socially,
however when we asked consumers if they had been reached with information about sustainability
from the footwear industry it clearly showed that the spread of information in relation to
sustainability it is close to nonexistent. Since not any one of the respondents we asked said that they
had been reach with any information from the shoe industry which makes it hard for them to be more
aware about the concept of sustainability and it shows that there is a lack of sustainability
communication towards consumers today.
According to Tham (2010) there is a growing trend to have communications with customers in a
formal and opened way in order to show their understanding and responsibility of all process from
design to distribution, however when we asked consumers about their knowledge about the
environmental and social impact of the industry the respondents showed a general understanding
about the impacts and what they as consumers can do in order to reduce it, but they had little
knowledge about the production processes of shoes in particular and its environmental and social
impact which is what is stated by the researcher Minney (2011) who explained that consumers today
are very removed from information about the process of production, but stated the importance of
consumers showing concern about the problems, because without them then importers will not. Our
respondents highlighted factors such as chemical aspects and the fact that the production of shoes
affects the ecosystem and brings pollution to the environment but not anyone mentioned that they
knew any specifics for the shoe industry. A few consumers said that they don’t know much about
shoe industry, but they think that it cannot be good from the environmental and social perspective,
the same as in the apparel industry. However we could see that the consumers had some knowledge
about the processes and the environmental and social impact it brings from the textile and food
industry as they mentioned was because of the media attention about the issues within these
industries. And as the experts Eriksson and Carbonaro claim, a lot can be done within the shoe
industry and that there is evident problems in the production of shoes from both environmental and
social aspects. There is however a need to communicate this because of the low awareness among
the consumers asked.
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5.1.1 The Role of the Media
An as stated by Carbonaro in the last decades the media have been a great contribution in spreading
the message of the “uncomfortable truth” at a mainstream level by informing and alerting about our
ecological and social emergence and highlight that the many scandals that happened in the fashion
industry motivated the media to finally put light on the problems within the textile industry.
Carbonaro also argue that NGO’s had and still have a huge influence in revealing the truth about
what is going on in the fashion industry. This can be related to some respondents who mentioned that
their awareness is limited, since the problems in the industry was not discussed in media, and many
of them have heard a lot about sustainability in the fashion business, as well as they many of them
mentioned that they could find sustainable information on the apparel products hangtags and labels.
Many of our respondents highlighted the media coverage as a contributing factor for their knowledge
about sustainability in the textile and food industry and added that they believe that sustainability
communication in the footwear industry is going to be covered by media soon as well as it happened
in apparel business about five years ago which relates to what Carbonaro states as well.
Carbonaro explain that the footwear industry, toxicity, the unfair labor conditions, lack of animals’
wellbeing are going to be the next bomb in the consumer goods’ market but many people still don’t
know so much about that kind of problems. We see that media has had an influential role in the
awareness of the fashion and food industry and we argue that this means that media will have an
important role also for spreading awareness specific for the shoe industry. Carbonaro also says that
the request of more information in regard to our footwear will rise just as it did with our clothing in
the last decades and that NGO campaigns that are ongoing around fashion unsustainability will soon
also put footwear under scrutiny. Several of our respondents stated that they wished they knew more
about the shoe industry, so we argue that companies better start thinking of their businesses and
incorporate sustainability now, because it is just a matter of time before media will highlight the
problems of the industry and consumers will understand as stated by Carbonaro what kind of
“bombs” consumers are walking with every day. We also argue that rise in awareness will affect
consumers need for new products and demand for a more sustainable industry and as Carbonaro
stated that it will become very troublesome for the footwear industry, unless it doesn’t anticipate that
moment, interpret the consumer need for good, clean and fair products, and therefore revise their
business models.

5.1.2 Communicating Sustainability
According to Du, Bhattacharya and Sen (2010) sustainability is communicated trough channels such
as product packaging and labeling, however, what we could see in the observations of shoe retail
stores was that there was very little information in relation to sustainability within the stores; this
means that the concept of sustainability is not highly visible to the consumers which make it hard for
consumers to understand the relation between sustainability and footwear. According to Eriksson,
one of our key experts it is hard to educate and spread knowledge about sustainability but that we
have come to a stage when we don't have any choice anymore. Based on our findings from the
awareness of the consumers we asked and the observation of shoe retail stores, we agree with
Eriksson. We see a need to spread knowledge by informing consumers more. One of the interviewed
respondents said the more you messages about sustainability you receive, the more it will stick to
you. And as stated by our key expert Larsson there is a need to help customers change their behavior
in easy way and to make it more convenient for the consumers to act sustainable. He says that he
doesn’t think that the human beings are sustainable by nature. Several of the respondents also
mentioned recycling household goods and clothes, second hand and giving away old clothes and also
shoes if they are still presentable in relation to sustainability which means that we see an
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understanding of what consumers are doing to act sustainable in one sense, but that they also wish
for more information about how and where to recycle shoes in particular since information about this
is lacking today. We propose that the concept of sustainability needs to be spread more overall and
from the shoe industry in particular in order for consumers to grasp what the concept of
sustainability is about and what consumers can do to act more sustainable in order to meet the needs
of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs stated
by WCED (1987) and Elkington (1997) in Eriksson (2014). Because of the awareness of
sustainability and the environmental and social impact of the textile and food industry among the
respondents asked, we argue that the media has influential role in this process of spreading
knowledge about sustainability within the footwear industry, just as it has been an important factor
for spreading knowledge in other industries.
However, we also argue that the footwear companies themselves need to take more responsibility for
their part and contribute to a better world today and in the future by changing their business into
more sustainable and since it is stated by Eriksson that CSR is an valuable aspect to incorporate into
every company’s business models and strategies in order to have competitive advantage and bring
profit to a company, we don’t see the reason why shoe companies should at least start to do more
than they do today. According to Minney (2011) consumers today are demanding more and better
practice from the brands they love and since we observed very little efforts in relation to
sustainability visible to consumer, we there for propose that shoe companies should make it possible
for consumers to understand the companies sustainable actions so they know what choices they have
and what they as consumers can do to contribute to the world as well. We argue that this change
would not only contribute to a better world, but also enhance the brand value and the consumer
perception of the brands.

5.2 Consumer Purchasing Behavior
According to Goonetilleke (2012) the aesthetics and style of shoes are most important for women
when purchasing shoes which was something that we could see in our research since most of our
respondents put this factor as number one when they are purchasing shoes, just one of them
mentioned another factor as being more important. But even if most of the consumers we asked said
that design and aesthetics was the most decisive factor for them when buying shoes, we could also
see that fit and function was important for our respondents which is stated by Goonetilleke (2012) to
occupy second place. The decisive factors must also be put into relation with the kind of shoe, and
for sports shoes other factors than design was mentioned and for everyday shoes comfort, but overall
aesthetics and design of the shoe was decisive for the respondent purchase behavior. This relates to
what Goonetilleke (2012) mean by designers and footwear developers must know the exact
appearance features that will satisfy customers because both comfortable and uncomfortable shoes
that people buy must have good form and design.
However, another important factor that our respondents mentioned was price, for several of our
respondents this was a decisive factor which Dahlén and Lange (2009) explain as an another
important factor because research has shown that consumer tend to not buy products with higher or
premium prices just because of its relation to CSR initiatives. Many of the respondents said that price
definitely was important for them in their purchase and that the price affected their behavior. One of
our respondent, Respondent 8 who also was one of the consumer who showed less concern about
price as a factor for the choices she makes today, but more important for her in the past and that she
valued other factors more today, especially good quality. She also said that she thinks, that people
actually would pay a little bit more in order to contribute to something good for the world. However,
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this does not mean that all consumers are willing to pay more. But she also mentioned that she is
well aware that what people think is expensive or cheap price is different between persons.
Eriksson (2015) explains that companies that want to be sustainable usually go for a business
strategy aiming for a high-end market because it can be costly. He however also states that
sustainable activities can still be covered in the cost model of companies. So we claim that since
most of our respondent show concern for price and says that they are not willing to pay much higher
or premium prices for sustainable shoes but that the design factor is the most decisive factor for their
choices, footwear companies should be able to combine aesthetics and sustainability at an affordable
price without losing profit which would be the best of both worlds. Respondent 7 mentioned the
importance of price differs depending on the shoe and that the value of the shoe is very important for
her in relation to the price she is willing to pay. She also mentioned that the better quality of the
shoe, the more she is willing to pay. Another factor important for our respondent was quality, which
is one factor or characteristic that worry consumers mentioned by Herva, Álvarez and Roca (2011).

5.3 Consumer Attitudes of Buying Sustainable Products
According to Arnould, Price and Zinkhan (2002) consumer attitude is about thoughts, feelings and
actions and could be expressed as a consumer’s overall, enduring evaluation of a concept. The
concept in this case is sustainable products in general and sustainable footwear in particular and in
our research we saw that all of our respondents had a positive attitude towards the concept of
sustainability in relation to food and fashion industry in which some of the respondents had
purchased sustainable options in the past. One of the consumers, Respondent 8 said that she can see
herself going more and more towards sustainable products, she already buying clothes from organic
cotton right now, and she believes that people would buy and pay little more ” she also mentioned in
order to contribute to something good for the world. Our respondents wish to have more sustainable
options on the market relates to the fact that as consumers are getting more ethically concerned they
demand more choices in the market explained by Birtwistle and More (2007). The respondents also
mentioned they would definitely buy sustainable shoes in the future, because for them these labels
mean quality. This shows that sustainable products must also be visible to the consumers, because
without visibility the consumers cannot know if the product is sustainable or not.
Eriksson mention media as influencers as well as NGOs, transparency, legislation and consumer
advocate groups as a solution to change the attitude and also the behavior of consumers and Dahlén
and Lange (2009) argue that it is a slow process that takes time in order to change the attitudes and
behaviors of consumers and in order to do it companies need to communicate a lot and during a long
period of time which is the case in the food industry and now also happening in the fashion industry
as stated by Carbonaro.
We could also see that our respondents had a positive attitude towards a more sustainable footwear
industry and buying sustainable shoes if they were more available in the future and according to
McNeill and Moore (2015) the lack of consumer knowledge, availability and retail environments are
a few of the factors seen to negatively affect consumer having positive attitudes towards sustainable
products. We claim that the positive attitudes among our respondents towards a more sustainable
footwear industry and sustainable products is due to the close relation between textile/fashion and
footwear in which they have been informed about sustainability during a long time. The problems
within the fashion industry have as Carbonaro mention been reveled by the media and NGOs and our
respondents mention that fashion companies advertise more and offer sustainable products and even
whole collections to the consumers today. So the consumers have knowledge about the problems in
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the fashion industry, the availability is growing continuously and more sustainable options are found
in more retail environments to which media and NGOs has played a contributing role. Another
influence of consumer attitudes stated by McNeill and Moore (2015) is the general level of concern
for the environment and social wellbeing, preconception and prior behavior of ethical consumption
actions. And we argue that many of the consumers we asked showed a level of concern for the
environment, many of them recycled today and several of them had bought sustainable products in
the past from other industries. Several of the respondents asked also mentioned recycling as a
positive sustainable action and the use of recyclable materials in products as something positive in
connection to sustainable development. We claim that it shows that the consumers’ high level of
concern can be connected to their overall positive attitudes about sustainability. However, Arnould,
Price and Zinkhan (2002) state that a consumer’s purchase is not a component of the consumer
attitude, they are different processes since consumer attitudes should influence consumer behavior.
We claim that the respondents positive attitude to sustainability in general have influenced their
purchasing behavior in the past since they have chosen to purchase more sustainable options such as
clothes and food which give us the evidence that you can influence the footwear purchasing behavior
of consumers.

5.3.1 Attitude-Behavior gap
Ottosson and Parment (2013) explains that when consumers tend to speak more about sustainability
than act sustainable it describes the so called attitude-behavior gap and the factors value, frequency,
visibility, complexity, who a consumer buys for to myself or to other and if the purchase is because it
is a necessity or a pleasure that influence the inconsistency of consumers. The first factor of this gap
is the value a sustainable product offer in relation to a traditional product. So we argue that in order
to shift consumer into buying more sustainable shoes, the design of the shoe, which was a value
overall very important for the our respondents cannot be compensated by the companies since the
consumers we asked says that they would probably not buy sustainable shoes if they would not look
good. Follow trends and not just offering basics on the market was also mentioned by the consumers,
which can be related to the value of the product. Other values mentioned by respondents was the
value of buying a product with less environmental and social impact
The second factor is the frequency of buying since many purchases are done without reflection over
the choice (Ottosson and Parment, 2013) and what we could see, many of the consumer responded
that they do plan most of their shoe purchases so that means that many of our respondents do reflect
over their choices, however their real behavior cannot be measured and we cannot truly see if the
factor influence the choices they make. The factor visibility (Ottosson and Parment, 2013) was
something many of our respondents commented being very limited, they had not seen or reflected
over sustainable shoes at all. This was also something that we observed in the footwear retail stores
since many products do not clearly show they are sustainable and the visibility is also affected by the
fact that the choices of sustainable options were limited. The factor complexity was something that
our respondents mentioned because of the fact that not just price and quality may affect the
consumer to not buy sustainable, availability is factor that is connected to complexity (Ottosson and
Parment, 2013) and we observed very limited availability of sustainable shoes which also was
mentioned by our respondents. Among the respondents two of them answered:
“To be honest, I have not thought about sustainability in shoes, but I like it, so I will one of the
consumers, who will prioritize it, if it will be more available.”(Respondent 3)
“The closeness to the store where I find sustainable shoes is important.”(Respondent 7)
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Another consumer, Respondent 6 said that she think that sustainable options must be accessible in
the stores she normally buy her shoes in and that she have a hard time seeing herself looking for
other stores just to get the options. So it must be accessible in the assortment of goods in the stores
she normally buy her shoes. We can relate the question of accessibility to sustainable products
mentioned by consumers and the need for better selection of ethical products on the market and
better information about production which is observed in Swedish shoe retail stores as very limited
to the research made by Shaw, Hogg, Wilson, Shiu and Hassan (2006).
The fifth important factor is whom a consumer buys for, to myself or to others, which affect the will
to buy sustainable alternative since many consumers tend to buy sustainable products with less
chemicals for their children but not for themselves (Ottosson and Parment, 2013). This factor
showed us some differences between the respondents asked. One said she would be more willing to
buy sustainable shoes if she was purchasing for others. Respondent 7 said, that she would be even
more willing to buy sustainable when I buy for other people because of the sake of her knowing that
she made a better choice. Another consumer, Respondent 6 stated that if she would have children,
she would be more careful with the choices and that it is more important for her to build a young
individual for the future than buying for someone who is older.
The sixth and last factor is necessity or pleasure. So depending if the product you will buy is a low
commitment purchase (routine) or high commitments with high information gathering, these factors
influence the role of sustainability in the choice made by the consumer (Ottosson and Parment,
2013). Our respondents answered that they both had planned and unplanned buying behavior and
that they purchased both for necessity and pleasure. And we argue that this is a factor, which is hard
to influence, but important for several reasons. Eriksson explain that everyone needs to take
responsibility and everyone needs to consider what we purchase and why as well as to consider what
kind of decisions we are taking. We argue that people need to consume less overall and as one
consumer, Respondent 4 so nicely put it “we consume much more than we actually need”. She meant
that if sustainable shoes are good towards the environment and will last longer, so we buy less then
she believes that sustainable shoes are great. However, we mean that this change, making people
consume less is hard work; it will be easier to influence consumers to demand better options and to
put pressure on companies to produce more sustainable products which will lead to a less harmful
production process that have less negative impact on workers and the environment and less harmful
products which will have less harmful impact when consumers no longer want them.
The consumer will to compromise or sacrifice in order to buy a sustainable product and the
consumer degree of persuasion which explains how convinced the consumer is that product is
sustainable and not just saying it is explained in the sustainable purchase perception matrix by
Peattie (1999). Based on our consumer respondents answers, we argue that they are not willing to
compromise to a great extend. We can see that consumers are not willing to compromise on design,
price and accessibility since they argue that this is the foundation for their purchase. Several of the
consumers mentioned that they did not think sustainable shoes was attractive and others mentioned
just sustainable apparel as being mostly basics but wanted more than basics in order to buy more
sustainable products. So in order for consumers to buy sustainable shoes, they need to be aesthetic, at
a price they are willing to pay for in relation to the value of the shoe and accessible in the stores they
are buying their shoes today. And then the sustainable communication must be clear, credible and
comparable so that the consumer knows the sustainable value of the choices.
The degree of persuasion cannot be measured at this point based on our respondents’ answers since
no one of them said that they had any information about the shoe industry and knew no specifics
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related to this industry which makes it hard for them to be convinced over something they know
nothing about. We argue that several of the factors, which influence the attitude-behavior gap can be
influenced in the right direction in order to reduce it. We cannot measure the consumer behavior, but
we can see indicators of what could be done based on the respondents answers and our own
observations from the shoe retail stores. By making sustainable shoes more available and by making
them visible, consumers would at least get the possibility to behave differently and also by making
sure that the sustainable products have food aesthetics, follow trends and are price worthy the gap
may be reduced.

5.4 Sustainable Marketing Communications
Opening up and being transparent with disclosure of full sustainable information is questioned by
researchers Laszlo, Christensen, Fogel, Wagner and Whitehouse (2010) because of the fact that this
information often does not reach the target audience. However, since we see that information about
sustainable efforts is close to nonexistent from the Swedish shoe retailers and that consumers are
giving the evidence of this lack of information, we say that you can question transparency first when
transparency is achieved by the Swedish shoe industry and having researched if the information
reaches the consumers on the market or not.
Consumers value information about how and where to recycle shoes since they see recycling as a
sustainable action and because they already recycle other products than shoes to a high extent today
and would like to do it properly for shoes as well but don’t have the knowledge of how to do it. The
fact that the disposal of goods affects the environment mentioned by Gwilt and Rissanen (2012) is
understood by our consumers today since they already recycle goods. However they seek more
information since they don’t know how to do it properly when it comes to their shoes which relates
to what Gwilt and Rissanen (2012) explains as people not completely understanding and trusting the
recycling process. We argue that our consumers do understand and trust the recycling process and
would like to recycle better if it was possible and they had the knowledge to do so. Gwilt and
Rissanen (2012 argue that information need to be more transparent, open and clear which is what we
can see that the consumers are seeking. They want information from shoe companies about how and
where to recycle. So we see that shoe companies have a huge role of communicating this information
in the process of consumers doing something good for the environment. And as observed in the shoe
retail stores today, no communication related to recycling or disposing of shoes was found.
Because of the fact that all of our respondents answered that they had never been reached with
information about sustainability from the footwear industry we see an inconsistency with what
Ottosson and Parment (2013) discussed in their research that the growing interest of sustainability in
general has had a great influence on companies and organizations to work with sustainable
communication because this communication from our respondents perspective is close to nonexistent
today. Research show that this sustainable communication is the reality of other industries today,
however after conducted observation study in five Swedish footwear retail stores, we also observed
what the consumers said, the reality is inconsistent with theory within this industry because of the
fact that we saw very limited sustainable communication. So we argue that in order to fill this gap
the Swedish footwear companies must work towards developing sustainable marketing
communication in order to be competitive in the future, in order to answer consumer’s expectations
as their awareness grows. Because of the fact that researchers argue that sustainable communication
has become a central part of sustainable development and has contributed to the spreading of
question concerning sustainability (Ottosson and Parment, 2013) however to a very limited degree
applicable in the Swedish footwear industry today we argue that the industry need to take
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responsibility for sustainable development and change their business processes and communications
strategies in the future.
According to Laurell and Parment (2015) successful sustainable marketing communication builds on
the three Cs principles: Clarity, Credibility and Comparability which we see can be connected to the
view of sustainable communication from our respondents’ perspective.

5.4.1 Clarity
All of our respondents were positive to certifications since it makes the sustainability message more
easily understood which can be related to what Black (2012) discuss as clarity means that sustainable
communications must be clear and easy to understand, this principle also relates to transparency
which was advocated by several of the consumers we asked as one of the major character of the
sustainable message.
Described in study made by Rubik and Paolo (2005) the trust of consumers is important, as they
can’t be aware about the data from the production and other processes of goods and the information
given to the consumers may cause confusion and it may be difficult for them to interpret which can
be solved by simplicity and clearness of certifications which are points that were several times
mentioned by the respondents in their interviews. All respondents asked talked about a functioning
labeling system but had different ideas about how it should work. Overall, the message was clear that
all of them wanted a simple system, which communicated sustainability in an easy way for them to
understand. This can be liked to what Larsson argued that sustainability messages should be so
simple, that people can easily understand it, even if they are 12 years old. Moreover even if the
consumers had different ideas about how to communicate through a labeling system, most
consumers advocated for a three colors labeling system since a score system would be more
complicated to understand.
Based on our consumers want companies to be open and the fact that they want to access full
information from shoe companies about aspects such as materials, substances used, origin of
production related to what the researcher Florini (1998) explain as transparency. However, even
though we saw that will for transparency was high among consumer, some respondents said that in
case if they are interested in receiving deeper information about the product sustainability or quality,
they are ready to investigate it by themselves, through apps and other sources.
So we see that consumer see seek simplicity and easiness of interpretation and that this can be
achieved by the use of labeling and certifications, however we also argue that being transparent
means being very open and clear about sustainable actions. Based on the fact that transparency,
simplicity and clarity were mentioned by several of our respondents as well as certifications as tools
of clear communication we argue that this first principle is very important in order to communicate
sustainability. Also mentioned by several of the consumers asked was the fact that certifications and
labeling were said to make it easy for consumers to understand the communication, however, they
mentioned that having several labels confused them and also made them not trust them. They
advocated few label within this specific product group which should be easily understood.
Certifications which they trusted since they knew what they stood for, was mentioned as way
enhance the first principle of sustainable marketing communication.

5.4.2 Credibility
According to Laurell and Parment (2015) credibility is other important feature that states about trust
and reliability of communications. From our study we can state that the lack of credibility in
sustainable communication can be perceived as greenwashing by the consumers asked. As Suchman
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(1995) suggested, in order to give a responsible product legitimacy the certification should be done
by a third party and according to Dekhili and Achabou (2014) in order to influence and win
consumers trust, the certifier must be credible, show control of procedure and to provide a label,
which captures the attention of the consumer. We found similarities with the stated theory in our
consumer respondents’ answers, which highlighted their willingness towards a certification or
labeling to be granted by third party, that don’t have any reasons to assume “green washing” actions.
According to the researchers Tang, Fryxell and Chow (2004) most successful labels have not only
logo, but also additional written message, that informs about the main responsible character of the
product and we see that consumers are looking for labels with logo since they are recognizable.
Respondent 6 said that some kind of logo, that people can recognize will be good, because they trust
certifications. Analyzing this we can see that certification and labeling are absolutely positive
activities in order to communicate sustainability that our consumers trust which can be connected to
the study by Sto and Strandbakken (2001) that claims that people have more trust towards
scientifically based independent environmental information sources. So we claim that certification
and labeling should have a credible character which is reliable and trustful for the consumers that
purchase products with this labels, but also a limitative character based on the fact that several of our
respondents mentioned the importance of not having too many certifications since this may harm the
second principle credibility of sustainable marketing communication.
Honesty, authenticity and transparency as important factors in sustainable development claimed by
researchers Ottosson and Parment (2013) is also related to this second principle and mentioned by
several of our respondents’ as significant features of communication.
Blanchfield (2011) stated that greenwashing is when company advertise a product, service not being
environmentally advantageous, but also green washing can be called activities, when a company is
engaged in harmful or environmental activities, and still market itself as sustainable. Nowadays we
see a lot of examples of greenwashing in marketing communications that also influence consumers’
attitudes. Consumers are responded that the lack of the transparency, and trust into sustainable
messages allowed them to perceive that message as a greenwashing. This can be noticed in the
answer by Respondent 1 said that she knows about green washing, and she doesn't like it, because it
makes people do not trust some advertisement. According to Ottosson and Parment (2013)
greenwashing is a threat to sustainable communication since sustainable communication aims to
change the consumer behavior. We consider that companies’ communications must avoid
greenwashing, by providing only authentic and transparent information, because nowadays
consumers are more sensitive and became more aware due to media. In connection to the theory of
three Cs successful sustainable marketing communication, greenwashing is goes in contrary with
principle of credibility, that states about necessity to not be involved in the greenwashing marketing
activities.
Good solution was provided by researchers Ottosson and Parment (2013) that claimed that
sustainable communication can only be communicated by companies with sustainable strategies and
sustainable business models. This point was underlined by respondents, stated that they would like to
see in the messages, communicating sustainable footwear products, coming from the totally reliable
and valuable brand. We state that greenwashing is serious problems in nowadays sustainable
marketing communications, but by building valuable brand, not involved in any harmful social or
environmental activities, and by providing only reliable and authentic information to consumers can
be a good for opportunity for business.
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It is said that there are very little capabilities for consumers to really know what there are buying
because there is no transparency (Carbonaro) however the demand for product transparency is
growing (Black, 2012) and we see that transparency is one of the major factors emphasized by both
researchers and consumers asked. We argue that since consumers don’t have access to full
information they don’t know what they are really buying and it is therefore difficult for them to make
sustainable choices. We argue that it is a “must” to incorporate transparency into footwear
companies businesses and in their sustainable communications in order to influence consumer
behavior. We claim that the sustainable communication also needs to follow the second principle and
be credible from the consumers’ perspective and transparency is one way of reaching this state.
However, we argue that transparency as a part of credibility in combination with clarity and
comparability provides a successful mix of characteristics for sustainability communications.

5.4.3 Comparability
According to Laurell and Parment (2015) the last principle is comparability, which is the capacity to
compare products and differentiate them from each other. From conducting this research we can see
necessity of some kind of easily sustainability communication methods to be applied for the shoe
industry and as expert Eriksson says that some kind of logo or sign could be a solution to this
because you can’t see sustainability on materials. According to Fill and Graham (2007) certification
and labeling is one of the ways producers can inform consumers about some special features of the
product. Besides, Jones and Williams (2012) stated that the idea of certification is that it allows
products to be labeled with logos, that easily recognized that consumers and can be associated with
fair trade and other ethical actions. This we say can be related to the second principle of being able to
compare products. From the conducted respondents interviews we can find out that for the
consumers, it will be desirable to see some simple, easy recognizable sign/logo in order to receive
sustainability features. Respondent 8 mentioned she thinks certification is a good way of
communicating sustainability and influence better choices to consumers, because people see it right
away and you make the connection very easy that it is a good choice.
The researchers Dekhili and Achabou (2014) claim that multiple labels increase costs and reduce the
purchases of responsible products because of the low consumer awareness of environmental and
social issues which we can see relates to our respondents thoughts about plurality of labels pointing
to lack of trust, lower standards, necessity of have wider knowledge to be able to interpret several
labels. Many of the respondents argued for less certifications, one certification for the same type of
goods and the importance of knowing what they stand for. So, based on what the consumers are
advocating, sustainable labels should be simple, but existing individually for one group of products
such as shoes and thereby not complicating the consumers’ perception of the labels.
In our store retail observations we noticed only two certifications, which were communicated in the
product and on hang tags as well as in connection to the shoes on posters. Other shoes that we
noticed in relation to sustainability, the communication was observed on the hangtag but not so clear
to the consumer without knowledge about the process of shoes. These were not connected to any
third party certification either to the consumers would have a hard time to trust the communication
completely since the respondents asked find third party certifications to be a good trustworthy way of
communication sustainability. So we argue that the retail companies studied are lacking in their
communication by just doing this without any additional information, which explains the relation to
sustainability.
In order to compare products a certification, labeling or some other information is needed in order to
show the differences and in order to evaluate the product and compare to other options (Dahlén and
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Lange, 2009) and the consumers asked are looking for an easy way of doing it without an overload
of information since they rather look for additional information on their own which can be related to
expert Larsson statement of accessibility in the process to understand our environmentally problems;
it should be one click away or just one question away.
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6. Conclusions
In this final chapter we aim to present the conclusions from our research. We will initially bring
forth the research questions, which we presented in the first chapter and then answer these in order
to reach the purpose of this thesis. We will then present a theoretical contribution from our research
and end the final chapter with recommendations and suggestions for future research.

6.1 Research Questions
We now aim to answer the research question that we initially asked and wished to answer through
our research.
RESEARCH QUESTION 1: How is the concept of sustainability and its communication in the
footwear industry discussed from sustainability experts’ perspective?
Sustainability experts’ mean that sustainability communication within the shoe industry is important
because the it is a unsustainable and harmful industry with a production characterized with big scope
of environmental and social problems, such as toxicity of tanning processes, unfair labor conditions
and lack of animals’ wellbeing. Experts argue that a solution in this industry is to produce closer to
the market, in order to being more sustainable and transparent. They argue that the consumers’
awareness about shoe industry is very limited, since they have little capabilities to know more about
what they buying based on the lack of transparency from shoe companies and in their
communication but highlight the importance of informing consumers about sustainability in order to
influence their awareness about the concept in relation to the footwear industry. They advocate for
spreading knowledge in order to raise awareness and educating consumers as a key to help them
make logical, well informed decisions. They argue that spreading knowledge and educating
consumers is not an option anymore but a must in order for consumers to take responsibility and to
consider what they purchase and why and that sustainability communication must be central in this
process.
The sustainability communication advocated by experts supposed to be more transparent, providing
consumers the possibility to have full and easy access to information if they want to access it and
also in order for them to see what they pay for. They also argue for simplicity in sustainability
communication and some kind of just one-click away system of communicating full access of
information as a solution for that transparency. They also argue that information about sustainability
features of product should not be overloaded, but clear, simple and understandable to all. A
consumer facing labeling system is presented to be a good way to communicate sustainability;
something that they explain will get more attention in the near future. The sustainability
communication they claim to be good is a labeling system understandable to all no matter age or by
communicating sustainability through certifications that are trusted by consumer. Experts’ also
advocate to communicate sustainability by signs or logotypes visible to others which tell others
about the sustainable choice the consumer made.
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RESEARCH QUESTION 2: How does Swedish shoe retail stores communicate aspects of
sustainability to consumer today?
Sustainability communication within Swedish retail stores today is overall very limited and differs
greatly depending on the stores and the amount of sustainable products each store had in their
assortment. We therefore see that having more sustainable shoes in retail stores assortment is the first
step and the foundation for communicating sustainability to consumers.
First of all, the position of the shelves with sustainable shoes were found in the center of the store
area only at a few stores but was a factor that enhanced the visibility of the sustainable
communication. Most of other retailers placed the sustainable shoes in parts not highly visible which
affect the amount of communication which is being reached to consumers. The limited amount of
communication that were noticed can be improved by a larger extent if the sustainable
communication is being placed on the hang tag of the products and also communicated through third
party certifications and labels in the shoe, under the shoe and on visible posters close to the products.
We saw three visible sustainability labels and additionally sustainable aspect were communicated in
written words for the consumer to read on the hang tag of the product, information not clear to
consumers who don’t have knowledge about the different production processes of shoes. A brochure
and a shoe box was merchandised in the store, with purpose to inform more about the social aspect
of sustainability from a specific brand, which was a good way of communicating sustainability very
visible to consumers. We say that in all the observed stores we saw very limited communication
related to sustainability available for consumers.
RESEARCH QUESTION 3: How do consumers perceive and discuss the concept of sustainability
and its communication in the footwear industry?
From the research we can state that the level of awareness about sustainability among the consumers
in general is quite high, but most consumers are relating this concept only to the environment. Some
consumers also relate sustainability to the social aspect of it because of debates and media attention
which has happened in the apparel industry during the last decade. However we see that the
awareness of sustainability specific to shoe industry was low which is explained by the lack of
communication from shoe companies and the fact the industry has not been discussed in media. The
media was mentioned as a major contributor to the increasing awareness of sustainability in other
industries and can be great solution to communicate sustainability about footwear industry to the
consumers as well. However positive attitudes toward sustainability among the consumers asked and
will to purchase sustainable footwear in the future was noticed. The respondents mentioned design
and aesthetics of shoes in general as the absolute most important factor in their purchase sustainable
shoes or not. They also added the price of the shoe as a highly decisive factor for them in their
purchase. Besides consumers reflected in their answers, that they are not willing to pay much more
than they usually do for sustainable shoes, however the sustainable value of the shoe is put in
relation to the price they are willing to pay for it.
Therefore the aspect of sustainability must be communicated in the way consumers want it to be
communicated in order for them to acknowledge this value. The consumers asked also mentioned
accessibility as a decisive factor and from a consumers point of view all these three aspects cannot be
compromised in order for them to purchase shoes in general or sustainable shoes in particular. This
means that sustainable options must be more available to consumers and aspects of sustainability
must be communicated.
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Recycling, giving away shoes to people in need, second hand and giving shoes new life at the end of
its life cycle was mentioned by consumers as a way to act sustainable and consumers highlighted
communication from shoe companies about how and where to recycle shoes in a proper way since
they were lacking this information today.
The consumers want sustainability communication to be clear, credible and comparable. They want
the sustainability communication to be simple to understand, trustworthy and they want to be able to
compare options by the use of labels and certifications. They seek transparency in the information
given and easy accessible of information, however they are looking for access to full information
about environmental and social aspects such as the materials and substances used in the shoe,
information of where and how it was produced on their own and simple information at the time of
purchase. Consumers seek certifications and labels which communicate sustainability, they want
information of right use and care of products and ways of how and where to recycle to be
communicated in relation to the shoes in the stores. They mention that the certifications and labels
being placed in the shoe or under the shoe but not on the shoe because it affects the aesthetics and
because they do not care about showing that they purchased a pair of sustainable shoes to others.
Consumers mentioned that sustainable information is good to communicate on products hang tags
and store posters as good ways of enhancing the sustainability message.

6.1.1 Fulfilling our Purpose
By answering our research questions above we argue that we now have fulfilled the purpose of
understanding sustainability communication within Swedish shoe retail stores and understanding
how sustainability and its communication in the footwear industry is perceived and discussed by
sustainability experts and consumers.
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6.2 Theoretical contribution
Our theoretical contribution is the model Purchasing and Disposal of sustainable footwear presented
as Figure 1 below which explains how consumers are influenced by sustainability communication to
act more sustainable, the prerequisites for sustainable purchasing and disposal from consumers’
perspective. The model schematically illustrates the consequence of actions in this process, in which
you by going from left to right see the stages Product, Communication, Consumer and End-of –life
cycle.

Figure 1: Purchasing and disposal of sustainable
footwear (Khudyakova, Z. and Wennberg, E., 2015)
In the first part of the model called Product, we are showing the prerequisites for sustainable
footwear purchasing from the consumers’ perspective. We state that design, price and accessibility
are factors consumers are not willing to compromise in their purchase. The price the consumers’ are
willing to pay for a shoe is related to the value of the shoe, in which design is most important. So a
sustainable shoe must be in good design, have nice aesthetics and be trendy in relation to its price
and it must be accessible in the stores consumers normally shop. The next step is illustrated in the
part called Communication, that in order to influence the purchasing actions of consumers the
sustainable marketing communications must be clear, credible and comparable. Our research
highlights those attributes as important ones for the sustainability message. The third part shows the
place of consumer in the process of sustainable actions. The forth part illustrates the recycling bin
that is a final stage of the sustainable actions for the consumer of sustainable footwear. We suggest
that the footwear companies should provide consumers information with guidelines how to handle
and dispose shoes in proper sustainable way, through communication. The end-of –life cycle stage
can be prolonged by giving away shoes to second-hand stores, to people in need or redesigning them.
Otherwise on that stage the consumer can contribute for the environmental and sustainable actions
by separating the components of shoe, so the materials can be recycled and used again. We think that
this model easily explains the order and the meaning of the actions in purchasing and deposing
sustainable footwear and that it can be used in further theoretical references.
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6.3 Recommendations
Based on the results of the research we can assume several recommendations for the footwear
companies:
Based on the fact that consumers’ attitudes are positive towards sustainability footwear if it would be
more available, however the product design aesthetics and price should not be compromised and the
value of the shoe in relation to sustainability must be communicated, we recommend the footwear
businesses move to more sustainability directions. We propose that the footwear should have not
only sustainable qualities, but also be executed in good design, to follow the latest fashion trends on
the market to be attractive for a wider range of consumers.
We recommend footwear companies to be proactive since it is just a matter of time before customers
would be more aware, understand the problems in the industry and demand more. We recommend
them to move in a more sustainability direction: place sustainability attributes as a brand value,
develop CSR company’s standards and review ways and methods of production from environmental
and social aspects. Moreover we recommend them to move towards developing new sustainable
collections of products, using eco-friendly materials and components in order to be competitive in
the shoe business.
Moreover we recommend moving towards developing new sustainable collections of products, using
eco-friendly materials and components, following the latest environmental standards, regulations and
certifications. In order to be successful on the market, companies and businesses should move
towards maximum transparency and reliability in their work and communication, so consumers can
trust the brand. Companies also need to develop strategies for recycling, up-cycling or reuse of
footwear products and we recommend companies to provide customers with information about this
and insuring easy access to recycling stations. We also recommend setting up boxes for collecting
used shoes in retail stores.
Besides we propose that the footwear products should have not only sustainable qualities, but also be
executed in good design, or follow the latest fashion trends on the market in order to be attractive for
a wider range of consumers. The price for those shoes should not highly vary from the collections
from standard production and be easy accessible for purchase. Sustainability communications should
aim to provide consumers information about place and way of production, social and labor
conditions during production, materials and components of products, the way to take care to prolong
lifetime of shoes, the way and place of recycle of shoes after end of the use. We recommend
companies to be open and transparent with information to customers, however that the sustainability
communication in the retail stores should aim to be simple, trustworthy, visible and accessible,
which can be achieved by certifications, and a single labeling system for the industry that consumers
understand. Simple sustainability information can be communicated actively through hangtags, in the
shoe and under the sole, labels, product packaging, posters and through the store personnel and by
the use of certifications that consumers trust. Additional information can be provided through
internet or a one-click away system.
For consumers we recommend to have a higher involvement and more interest into environmental
and social conditions of production, use and utilization of footwear and to pressure the shoe industry
in a sustainable direction. We believe that growing awareness of consumers will lead to changing for
new standards and philosophies of business in footwear.
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6.4 Proposal to Future Research
Today worn-out shoes are to a large extend put on landfills or burned and since the waste created at
the end of the products life-cycle is an environmental problem that needs to be addressed and the fact
that the cleaner the manufacturing of shoes gets the smaller impressing the products will have at the
end of its life-cycle we find this area interesting to research further. We believe that this problem it
would be interesting to investigate both from a company perspective and a consumer perspective.
Since our findings showed that consumers want to recycle shoes but does not know how to do it in a
proper way, we find this area interesting since there are many things that can be done in order to give
shoes new life or recycle in a proper way
Secondly we would also like to propose further research into the production process of leather, since
the largest problem today is the fact that up to 85 percent of all leather in the world is produced with
the dangerous chemical chromium 6 which needs to change into tanning processes that leaves a
smaller environmental and social impact.
A third proposal is to further research a consumer facing labeling system that works from both
companies’ and customers’ perspective which would communicate aspects of sustainability in a
clear, credible and comparable way.
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Appendix 1
Interview guide: Expert Interview Simonetta Carbonaro

Sustainable Fashion and the future of Sustainable shoe industry
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

Participant name:
Background
Introduction
Sustainability
What is your answer/solution to the problems in the world/ How would you create the
perfect sustainable world?
What do you think are the underlying factors of the growing market share and importance of
sustainable fashion? (What is sustainable fashion for you?)
In our thesis we want to investigate/research the shoe business in Sweden, the shoe industry
is hardly eco-friendly or sustainable even though we see some progress in working more
sustainable.
Why do you think the shoe industry is so far behind the clothing industry?
Why do you think they are not doing more?
What is the solution for changing the behavior of the businesses, into doing business in a
more sustainable way?
What changes can be done to switch from an unsustainable business model to sustainable
one?
If you would be footwear entrepreneur, starting up a new business in the industry, what
business models you going to use?
Do you see a difference within the industry between countries?
Do you know any good examples of sustainable shoe companies/businesses that you can
share with us? Why is this company a good example?
Business side
If some unsustainable fashion/shoe business are profitable and the sales are going good for
company, is that business usually motivated to switch for new sustainable-as-flourishing
philosophy? Or is just the matter of society and customers?
Consumer side
What do you believe needs to be done in order to influence or change the consumer
attitudes/behavior into more sustainable thinking and towards shopping more sustainable?
Do you see Sustainable Apparel Coalition and the Higg Index as a solution of reducing the
environmental and social footprints of apparel and footwear products around the world?
Why/ Why not?
Do you see the The Higg Index (with a consumer facing labeling system) as a solution to
influence the consumers in the future? How? Why/why not?
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Appendix 2
Interview guide: Expert Interview Jonas Larsson

Sustainable Fashion and the future of Sustainable shoe industry
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Participant name:
Background
Introduction
Sustainability
What is your answer/solution to the problems in the world/ How would you create the
perfect sustainable world?
What do you think are the underlying factors of the growing market share and importance of
sustainable fashion? (What is sustainable fashion for you?)
In our thesis we want to investigate/research the shoe business in Sweden, the shoe industry
is hardly eco-friendly or sustainable even though we see some progress in working more
sustainable.
Why do you think the shoe industry is so far behind the clothing industry?
Why do you think they are not doing more?
What is the solution for changing the behavior of the businesses, into doing business in a
more sustainable way?
What changes can be done to switch from an unsustainable business model to sustainable
one?
If you would be footwear entrepreneur, starting up a new business in the industry, what
business models you going to use?
Do you see a difference within the industry between countries?
Do you know any good examples of sustainable shoe companies/businesses that you can
share with us? Why is this company a good example?
If some unsustainable fashion/shoe business are profitable and the sales are going good for
company, is that business usually motivated to switch for new sustainable-as-flourishing
philosophy? Or is just the matter of society and customers?
What do you believe needs to be done in order to influence or change the consumer
attitudes/behavior into more sustainable thinking and towards shopping more sustainable?

Shoe industry
•
•
•
•

Do you see a difference between the textile/apparel and shoe industry when it comes to
sustainability?
What are your thoughts about sustainability in the shoe industry? (some progress or not?)
What short and long-term efforts/changes can be done in the shoe industry (business side)?
What do you believe needs to be done in order to influence or change the consumer
attitudes/behaviour towards shopping more sustainable?

Labeling, SAC and the Higg Index
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•

•

•

Do you see Sustainable Apparel Coalition and the Higg Index as a solution of
reducing the environmental and social footprints of apparel and footwear products
around the world? Why/ Why not?
Do you see the The Higg Index (with a consumer facing labeling system) as a solution
to influence the consumers in the future or do you have another solution? How?
Why/why not?
What do you believe must be done in order for a universal labeling system to work?
• Do you believe a universal labeling system will change the consumer
attitudes/behavior and actions? (Why/why not?)
• Do you believe the score on a label is enough to influence the consumers? What else
do you see should be done/change?
• Do you think that the scoring system (Higgs 1-100) on the consumer facing labels is
a solution for changing consumer buying/actions?
• Do you believe that a more simple system with a Score 1-5 or 1-3 such as “good,
better, best choice” or “green, yellow, red choice” is a better solution for a universal
system to work?
• Do you think that creating an additional sign or logo that states about your active
sustainable choice can be a good idea for that, or do you have another
complementary solution for only labeling garments?
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Appendix 3
Interview guide: Expert Interview David Eriksson
Sustainable Fashion and the future of Sustainable shoe industry
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Participant name:
Background
Introduction
Sustainability
What is your answer/solution to the problems in the world/ How would you create the
perfect sustainable world?
What do you think are the underlying factors of the growing market share and importance of
sustainable fashion? (What is sustainable fashion for you?)
In our thesis we want to investigate/research the shoe business in Sweden, the shoe industry
is hardly eco-friendly or sustainable even though we see some progress in working more
sustainable.
Why do you think the shoe industry is so far behind the clothing industry?
Why do you think they are not doing more?
What is the solution for changing the behavior of the businesses, into doing business in a
more sustainable way?
What changes can be done to switch from an unsustainable business model to sustainable
one?
If you would be footwear entrepreneur, starting up a new business in the industry, what
business models you going to use?
Do you see a difference within the industry between countries?
Do you know any good examples of sustainable shoe companies/businesses that you can
share with us? Why is this company a good example?
If some unsustainable fashion/shoe business are profitable and the sales are going good for
company, is that business usually motivated to switch for new sustainable-as-flourishing
philosophy? Or is just the matter of society and customers?
What do you believe needs to be done in order to influence or change the consumer
attitudes/behavior into more sustainable thinking and towards shopping more sustainable?
Shoe industry

•
•
•
•

Do you see a difference between the textile/apparel and shoe industry when it comes to
sustainability?
What are your thoughts about sustainability in the shoe industry? (some progress or not?)
What short and long-term efforts/changes can be done in the shoe industry (business side)?
What do you believe needs to be done in order to influence or change the consumer
attitudes/behaviour towards shopping more sustainable?

Shoe Industry and Sustainability in the Supply Chain
As you said textile industry has three characteristics: labor intensive production and low automation,
increased pressure to decrease costs and complex multilayered supply structures.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

This also can be applied to shoe business, as a part of textile industry?
Why do you think the shoe industry are so far behind the clothing industry?
Why do you think they are not doing more?
Can you name some specific characteristics of shoe industry supply chain?
What do you believe is the solution for changing the behavior of the companies in the shoe
industry, into doing business in a more sustainable way?
What changes can/should be done to switch from an unsustainable business model to
sustainable one ? If you would be footwear entrepreneur, starting up a new business in the
industry, what business model you going to use?
Do you know any good examples of sustainable shoe companies/businesses that you can
share with us? Why is this company a good example?
What do you believe that it takes for a business in order to switch to sustainable
philosophy?.. Or is just the matter of society and customers?
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Appendix 4
Interview guide: Consumer Interview
•
•
•

Participant name:
Age:
Background

Footwear purchasing behavior:
• How many pairs of shoe do you approximately buy a year? (Discuss: Buying patterns,
consumer habits and consumer engagement. Planned/not planned purchasing behavior etc.)
• What features/ factors are most important for you when you are buying shoes? (Discuss:
Price, design, function, fit, quality, sustainability etc.)
Sustainability awareness and attitude:
• What do you know about the concept of sustainability?
• Have you ever bought sustainable fashion or footwear?
• What do you know about the production processes of shoes and its environmental and social
impact it brings? (Discuss: Production, tanning process, coloring, social aspects, end-of the
lifecycle/recycling etc.)
• How do you think, you, as a consumer can be affected by the shoes you wear? (Discuss:
Materials, components, colors etc.)
• What is your attitude towards sustainable footwear? (Discuss: Value, frequency, visibility,
complexity, to myself or to others, necessity or pleasure - choice/buying between
sustainable/unsustainable shoes.)
Sustainable Communications
Message:
• Have you ever been reached with information about sustainability from the footwear
industry? (Discuss: In the store, promotion, advertising etc.?)
• What kind of information is you interested to get from the footwear company in order to
make a more conscious purchasing decision when you buy shoes in the future? (Discuss:
The origin of production, social aspects/labor conditions, materials, amount of information,
greenwashing, communication/message about end of life cycle/disposal/recycling, how and
where to recycle?)
• What kind of characteristics should that message have? (Discuss: Transparency, reliability,
trust, authenticity and complexity of information/message.)
Tools:
• What are your thoughts about labeling/certifications in order to inform/communicate
consumers about some unique sustainable shoe features? (Discuss: Knowledge about
certifications and labels. Have you ever heard about Eco Labels, Fair Trade, Organic Cotton,
FSC labels? Do you know more? Do you trust, influence on awareness, attitudes or choices
when purchasing
• What are your thoughts about logo/sign in order to inform/communicate consumers about
some unique sustainable shoe features? (Discuss: the Higg Index, the universal system of
labeling footwear and apparel goods. The score from 1- 100 shows, depends of how
sustainable is the product, concerning it’s production and brand. The more score the better
this product for the environmental or social aspects etc.)
Channels:
• What channels are preferable for you to easily access the message about sustainability of
footwear? (Discuss: Store channels: sales assistants information, hang tags, packaging,
posters, store advertising. Internet channels: company website, mobile access, QR code, “one
click away” option etc.)
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